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Lamron
Tuition, dorm fees
"inevitable".
One
student
suggested that the raise would be
most harmful for Black, native
American and Chicano students.
The OSU Barometer quoted
ASOSU vice-president
Cleora
Adams as saying, "As it stands
now, if you're poor you can get
funding and if you're rich there's
no problem. It's the middle class
that's being harmed as far as
education goes." Adams also said
the raise would affect the quality
of education by making it more
difficult for foreign and out-ofstate students to attend.
Responding
to
questions
concerning the future of EOSC
the board unanimously approved
the following policy statement:
"The Board wishes emphatically
to affirm its intent to continue the
support of Eastern Oregon State
College in conformance with the
existing guidelines. That is, the
Board continues to view the
College as
a
multi-purpose
regional state college with em
phasis on teacher education and
liberal arts."

Constitution revisions com
The
Constitution
Revision
Committee has finished working
on revisions that will be voted on
by the student body later this
term.
Copies of the revisions were
passed out to each senator and
will be available in the ASOCE
Office on request. The revisions
will all be presented at the May
senate elections, but will be
either approved or disapproved
individually by the students.
The committee, which is made
up of Board of Administration
members
as
well
as
a
representative
from
the
Financial Board, Social Board,
and Senate, will be dealing with
Constitution By- Laws for the
remainder of the term.
The suggested revisions in
clude:
Article I: No revisions
Article II: No revisions

Lamron photo by Daryl Bonitz

FRIS8EE MANIA - Frisbees seemed to be taking over the
Cafnpus as some dry weather brightened up the second week of
Wng term. These students had the bad luck of sending their
f'ying disc to the top of the library and had to boost one brave
s°ul up to retrieve it. After getting a look at the library from an
*n9le he'd never seen before, he sailed down after the rescued

frisbee.

ARTICLE III:
Section 1. Composition. The
governmental
structure
of
ASOCE
shall
include
the
executive branch
(Executive
Board), the legislative branch
(Senate), and the judicial branch
(Board of Administration ), as
well as
Social Board
and
Financial Board.
Section 2. Officers: The elected
officers of ASOCE shall include
the President, Senate Chair
person,
Business
Manager,
Administrative Officer, Social
Activities
Chairperson
and
Senators.

petitions shall be presented to the
Board of Administration for
action.
Section 2 Becomes Section 3,
as is, and Section 3 becomes
Section 4, as is
Article VI: No revisions

Elections
set
Thirty
Senate
seats,
representing
various
departments and living
groups of this campus, will
be up for election April 29
and 30.
"Senate positions are
becoming among the most
crucial of all areas of
student
input
to
the
operations of this campus,
as
various
actions
of
student government this
year have resulted in in
creased responsibility upon
senators," said Admin
istrative
Officer
Don
Spiegel, who is in charge of
the elections.
In addition to their duties
of making policy affecting
student activities, senate
plays an important role in
the disbursement of part of
the over $250,000 in in
cidental fees students pay
each year, which are
earmarked
for
noncurriculum
educational,
cultural and recreational
programs.
Students can have their
names placed on the ballot
by filling out a leadership
application
form
and
signing page two of the
election
policies.
Both
forms are available in the
ASOCE offices, located
upstairs in the College
Center.

*

Rice favors current fee method
• ml

advice on educational activities.
In the statement Rice said, "In
the area of Educational activities
we have gone beyond the
requirements of giving students
predominant weight in the ad
visory process and have ef
fectively placed control into the
hands of student government."

By T E R R I SCHMIDT
Lamron staff

OCE President Leonard Rice
has
studied
Senate
ViceChairperson
Wally
Lien s
proposal for the allocation of
incidental fees, and issued a
statement on the matter April 6.
"Dean Morton and Mr. Sparks
are to give student government
what assistance they may need
(regarding incidental fees), but
assistance is not control, he said.
Rice, Dean Jack Morton, and
OCE Business Manager John
Sparks currently decide on the
allotment of incidental fees,
acting with advice from the
student government.
In discussing the proposal,
Rice stated that the issue is not
properly defined. "Incidental fee
money is often referred to as
student money. Actually once the
money is paid it is in the control
of the Board (State Board of
Higher Education), not the
students," Rice said.
"I think the issue is not whether
students participate in choosing
how to distribute the incidental
fee money," said Rice. "Rather,
the issue is whether the students
want their input through a
bureaucratic committee or a
group of elected student of
ficials."
Rice noted that the level of
support for the College Center
and athletics is "generally what
student
government
has
recommended over the years. We
have no intention but to keep
levels of support where students
want it," said Rice.
The State Board has said that
institutions
are
to
give
"predominant weight" to student

"I like our system," said Rice.
"It's turned out kind of well, I
think."
"Maybe student government
doesn't do it's job and needs a
committee of faculty and ad
ministration to work with it to
make decisions," stated Rice. "I
doubt it."
"If I felt that student govern
ment was not doing well I'd be
quick to say "Let's change" and
have the faculty involved so that
student government would do

things the 'right' way.' Rice
continued. "But, I haven't felt
this way."
Rice's point of view is that it
the students (in the form of
student government) say what
they want, they will be able to
make their own decisions without
working with faculty and ad
ministration. Rice plans to hold
to the point of view that the
students will decide things on
their own unless he felt they were
really making a wrong decision.

Rice feels that having faculty,
students
and
administrators
working on an incidental fee
committee could cause problems.
"When you put administrators
and faculty on a committee with
students, because they are older
and have been here longer they
will tend to control," explained

Students for

Dr. Rice.
"The faculty and the adthey
were
ministration
if
involved, might want the money
spent on different speakers and
different programs, but we have
held to the position that what the
students decide will be respected
and
that faculty and
ad
ministration will not veto or
control student decisions," said
Rice in the statement.
"Because certain faculty are
concerned with these particular
activities, they become ad
vocates in the competition for the
limited funds," he continued.
"Who out of the committees
would tend to surface? asked
President Rice. He answered,.
"Those with vested interest in or
against certain programs."
In watching other programs
like the proposed one, Rice has

fee proposal

noticed that evervthim
everything is not
"sweetness and light."
"There is antagonism and
conflict, which is a direct con
trast to the straightforward wav
we do things here," said Rice'
"The proposal under discussion
for changing our procedures
through creation of two layers of
faculty-student
committees
should not be viewed as a
proposal to involve students in
the decision making process. Our
students are involved under the
present system to a maximum
degree through their elected
student government. If, in a
given year, student government
recommends no changes and
consequently none are made, it is
not because our system doesn't
provide for maximum student
participation."
"The question is whether two
layers of faculty-student com
mittee bureaucracy should be
created to replace the elected
student government in the
process," Rice said in his
statement.
"My own term of office as
president of OCE will soon come
to an end, and a new President
may
wish to create new
bureaucratic
machinery,
continued
Rice. "Obviously,
however, I think our present
system is best for lodging
responsibility where it belongs •
upon elected student government
and upon the persons accountant
for the various programs."

by PAT STIMAC
Toward that goal, a committee year's ASOCE President, Cris
Lamron staff
has been established to take the Vaughan.
That committee will send an
Students
have
shown proposal to President Rice for his
unanimous support for Senate approval and / or to formulate official letter to President Rice
Vice-Chairperson Wally Lien's other incidental fee procedures. requesting a meeting to discuss
incidental fee proposal which The committee is made up of
the issue and seek his approval.
would give students a voice in present
Meanwhile, information on the
ASOCE
Business
where their incidental fee money Manager Dwaine Kronser, along Incidental Fees proposal or on
is spent.
incidental fees in general may be
with next year's manager Cecilia
"Every student board or Stiles, ASOCE President Ruth obtained by contacting Wally
organization to which it (the Daniels, ASOCE Senate Chair Lien in the ASOCE Office or
proposal) has been presented to person Lisa Klammer and next leaving a note in SPO No. 39.
has voted unanimously in favor of
it," Lien stated. So far the list of
supporters includes The ASOCE
Executive Board, Board of
Administration,
Senate,
Financial Board, Social Board,
Last Best Offer (LBO) ar- developed and presented to ^
by PAT STIMAC
Outdoor Program, and Senate
bitration in faculty collective board in May also.
Lamron staff
Committee on Committees (from
A joint legislative proj^ ,
Student control of incidental bargaining was adopted. Dennis
which the proposal originated), fees was one of the major Mulvihill, AOSL coordinator, OSU and UO was also discussed
as well as the hall councils of legislative
proposals
that stated that students are now at the meeting, invol^.,.
Butler, Barnum and Gentle.
Associated
Oregon
Student "attempting to strengthen the credit for students paying .
Landers has yet to consider the
Lobby (AOSL) Board of Direc collective bargaining laws in and fees. OSU also introduced
proposal.
tors adopted at its April 3 which they have a vested in bill which would increas
Lien said, "It is obvious now
veteran benefits, as we
terest.
meeting in Eugene.
that the students are interested
He went on to add that which would' ™jf{ron, #
Kirby Garrett, AOSL Chair
and knowledgeable about in
person and University of Oregon "students want to show their publications eX F ,cedures
cidental fees and wish to help in
representative has been working good faith by offering suggestions state bidding office pro*
the process." Lien pointed out
Kirby Garrett reported
on the incidental fee proposal. He that could help everyone involved
that unlike a number of issues
asked the AOSL Board to "en in the bargaining process, not House Bill 3121, whic'
that students get involved with,
the elimination of disc
^
dorse the concept of student just themselves."
they didn't simply attack the
UO also proposed a number of in education, finally
, g:
control
of allocation, dispersion
present system of incidental fee
^
and possible collection of in legislative proposals concerning teeth in it. Some time
allocation. Instead they reacted
collective bargaining. The first with AOSL endorsement. ^
cidental
fees."
The
proposal
was
against the present system but
to
insure
student the State Board to " «
unanimously
and was
"added a viable alternative" to adopted
research for such a move will be representation in case faculty deliberate in its guide! ^
help alleviate the problem.
bargaining goes statewide. It also eliminating education8 ^
By offering the alternative, continued.
offered an idea that would extend crimination. As a reS ard!$
An
OCE
request
that
the
lobby
Lien feels that students have
been responsible and learned endorse its attempt to get the Oregon Employe Relations involvement, the Stat ^
about incidental fees and they are Monmouth Avenue, a street Board's jurisdiction to students, reissued its criteria
rjj that
quite capable of becoming in which runs through the middle thus allowing students access to with discriminationMulvihill reported
.^
volved with the allocation of their of campus, closed was given bargaining unit determination
positive response by the board hearings in which the decisions interns in Salem wer
^jst
own money.
Lien fears, however, that some but will be dealt with before the are made as to which faculty introduced a medi
members will be allowed in the from Southern
#
students will now slack off a little May AOSL meeting.
Action was delayed because the unit.
College, Gina William8 ^
because such enormous support
A third proposal that is being will be doing , ^peicly ^
has been shown, and that now the State Board of Higher Education
would
grant radio stories and a
proposal becomes a real issue has not yet published a priority considered
"signatory or partial signatory
because President Leonard Rice list of items to be funded.
An Oregon State University status" on non-compensatory 'TbertKI*,.^
must approve it.
legislative proposal calling for items in bargainins. This would Willamette ^niye
^
mean that students have the right graduate work at
^ a0
to accept or
reject some Voter Alliance Study ^
bargainable items not involving during winter ter • vj(je
If you have a summer job but are looking for
money. These proposals will be said the study wjJ g #
number of benefit
A
something better! Apply in person TODAY, April 8
especially during
B®* 3.30 or 7.00, HSS Room 112. Good pay lona
legislative session.
^
hours, out of state.

AOSL approves student control of fees
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Good pay
Meeting
people
£*
Valuable
1 experience I
i*Pleasant |
1 working |
|conditions |
i*

|lf this soundsj
(appealing toj
|you, apply fori
J1976-77 Lam-!
Jron Business!
|Manager.
1
=

|Call 838-1171|
|or come by!
ft he
Lamron|
(office in the!
(basement of|
(the College!
(Center.
|

I

No

I

| Experience |
1 Necessary 1
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RESEARCH PAPERS

ASOCE
Presents

THOUSANDS ON FILE

SendI f°r your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

BEDKNOBS
and BROOMSTICKS
April 12
7:00 p.m. FREE

Address.
City
State _

Zip.

Pacific Room
College Center

OCE student Jinj R^'fini&
intern to AOSL lfstwAn

Coordinating Co^Judents^
is also available to
efjfj
student Pat Stimac:
for the lobby this tern^g^
concentrating °n K ofl J
formational rfl** .<
legislature
coHe£e
university and
nance systems.
>
The next AOSL m
^
held in Salem on
^
should be an impo«$ty»' „
only will the m
AOSL legislative
J
adopted, but the. ^ ^
be having lunchJ^1,cati°11
the Oregon
nrpeon L°u _
dinating Commissi°n ^

,A

Financial Board mole
-•zr™~
ab,e'oou,MTh^a~^«S
^i;:
These recommendations will go to the
'
ASOCE

«*
rec°mmendations

fssaz»~.

a

Mom's Day
Christmas Expense
Recognition Night

,

» » -

???

^5

140

~

»

300
155
155

140

115

120
120

tSOCE ADMINISTRATIVE WAGES
president

Late Chairman
'oysiness
— Manager
—»-•
Lministrative Officer
Lial Activities Chairperson
Lst.Soc. Activities Chrpsn.

1974
Request

1974
Subsidy

$500
400
400
400
400
250

$500
400
400
400
400
250

secretaries

Lroll Assessments
Accounting Clerk

AS0CEOFFICE

1975
Request

$900

800
800
800
800
350
700
150

1975
Subsidy

$700
600
600
600
600
450
700
150

1976
Subsidy

$900
800
800
800
800
450
700
150
3000
$8400

$800
700
700
700
700
450
700
150
3000
$7900

SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES

telephone and Telegraph
Office Supplies

.

$25o
600

postage

200

Expenses
AOSL Executive Expenses

215

executive

$250

550
150
215

$500
700
150
400

$250
550
150
250

$300
550
200
250
250
1000

$250
550
200
250
250
1000

$2550

$2500

i final Fees

:i

1976
Request

PUBLICATIONS
'Literary Magazine
6Lamron

7000
9000

Assemblies and Movies
Assemblies
Movies

550

$ 67Q
4

SEEK 407K
All Campus Drive
Student Art Show
AOSL-Student Lobby
Collective Bargaining

$1670
625
150
1

660
540

$1100
0
150
1
660
540

$4610
1160
150
1
660
1034
692

$2598
220
150
1
580
787
567

$8037

$4903

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES
(Art, Drama, Music, Forensics)

$8000
817
200
695
425

$2250
395
71
260
180

$10137

$3156

675
11050

525
10300

$11725

$10825

8000
10500

8000

10000

8000

6200
6000

5000
3000

22200

16000

3000

2081

8000
11000

11000

5000

6005

6000

4389

23770

18420

25265

15000

16250
67944

65000

(not including
3
classroom actl
vities
Educa,ional

Activities Funds:

expenditure from a budget Hernial be made Th°C|f Eusiness Manager before any
items. Official Budget and anv rhino.
I bud9et wi" ,hen be the budget
ASOCE Senate. FXrmore"no Ssma
vie ZJn?,™3'b° appr0ved b* 'he
requirement for graduation.
expended on any activity that is a

^^riislheol'.0"8 <i,ems ,hat are foo'noted on budge.)
• This ,s the only account that may be used for ASOL executive expenses.
basketbah^and $20bfor suppl?es°Wn

Affairs
_
Gamma Theta Upsilon
Visage
Big Brother, Big Sister
Micronesian Students

550
10000

TOTAL

ASOCE TRIAL LINE ITEMS
Minority

690
"11600

$1385

Special Projects

An Itemized budget ISffS a* h'
$1511

450
10500

—
$1625

ACoSncer?sLIES AN° C0NCERTS

ASOCE LINE ITEMS
Outdoor Program
'Rally Squad

600

11000

120

m,° $10° ,ravel

,or

football, $100 travel for

No money may be spent for the Freshman Walk.
No money may be spent for a wreath or for an ASOCE party
Magazine must be sold at no less than 25c a copy.
A balance sheet must be submitted to the ASOCE Senate each month.
7. Any performer(s) costing $500 or more must be approved by the ASOCE Senate

ASOCE SOCIAL EVENTS
'New Student Week

60o

300

Homecoming
Dad's Day

590
350

300

300
300
300

300

300
300
300

400
300
350

200
300
350

8. Any performed) costing $250 or more must be approved by the ASOCE Senate
9

Sparks ,his fjsca'year and be

Soccer, meat highlight last days of Food Conference
hv
RFTTV KING
fiMr
by BETTY

Lamron staff
The World
Hunger
and
Nutrition Conference will be
holding its final activities today,
Food Day, and tomorrow.
A benefit soccer game will be
held at 2:30 this afternoon. OCE's
soccer club has accepted a
challenge by two members of the
Monmouth Food Day Committee,
students have signed up to play
on the "Food Day Team." A
contribution of 50 cents will be
used to aid World Hunger
Assistance programs.
A "low - on - the - food-chain
meal" will be held at 6 p.m.
tonight at St. Hilda's Episcopal
Church. Bill Brugnoli, coor
dinator of the Nutrition Con
ference, explained that the meal
•s an example of alternatives
available to consumers.
"Part of the current world food
crisis is the problem of supply
while another part is distribution.
Without developing change in
cither the political or econ
omical lines we can affect
me area of food supply by freeing

Pres. Rice
on television
OCE President Leonard W.
jee and the presidents of two
tner Mid-Willamette
Valley
oileges will discuss solutions to
gher education problems on
Rational television next week.
lh
other presidents are
p e
paries Walker of Linfield
liege and Donald Newport of
emeketa Community College,
win uPro§ram» ''Interconnect,''
Tn j on channels 7 and 10
esday Aprij 13 at 7 p m
Roh tTator
Pr°Sram
ke
sao«:
P®» director of summer
at
Oregon
State
Unrversity
APf'l

8,1976

. ..

more food for the world market,'
he said.
"This could eaily be done by
slightly altering our present food
consumption patterns. We could
do this by eating more grains
directly to meet our protein
requirements,
rather
than
feed grain to animals to produce
protein in the form of meat."
The
"low-on-the-food-chain
meal" will feature food that does
not require large amounts of raw
protein
materials
in
its
production. Menu for the meal
will be: tossed salad, potato soup,
mushroom supreme casserole,
broccoli with butter sauce, Irish
soda bread, hot ginger bread with
icing and a choice of teas. Price
of admission is $1 and tickets
may be purchased in the College
Center. Heliotrope Natural Foods
and West Bank Cafe are
preparing the food for the event.
The schedule of remaining
activities includes:
THURSDAY, APRIL 8
FOOD DAY
11:15
--Representatives
of
Third World Coalition in Eugene
discuss hunger from a political
standpoint. Film: "Children in
the Balance -- The Tragedy of
Biafra."
1:15
p.m.
"Ethiopian
Famine" - cxoCE students from
Ethiopia and Eritrea discuss
famine they've known.

^

2:30 p.m. -- Soccer game
benefit.
5 p.m. -- Film: "The Limits to
Growth."
6 p.m. -- "Lowe on the food
chain" and "Low on the prices"
feast at St. Hilda's Church;
speaker, Gale Roid, associate
research professor at OCE and
Monmouth
councilman,
discusses experiences as a semi
vegetarian.
7:30 p.7:30 p.m. -- Ellen Miller,
consumer affairs officer for the
federal
Food
and
Drug
Administration in Seattle, will
speak on four topics at St. Hilda's
Church.
7:30 p.m. ~ Dr. Jim Epple,
Monmouth dentist, will discuss
"Carbohydrate
Intake
and
Dental Disease."
FRIDAY, APRIL 9

10 a.m. - "Nutrition and
Disease"
is
discussed
by
Professor Everett Brewer of
OCE.
10:30 a.m. - Evelyn Smith of
OCE
physical
education
department talks about "Food
Additives -- the Tip of the
Iceberg."
11:30 a.m. ~ Lunch and "How
Do We Stack Up?" - a look at
foods available at OCE, the
University
of
Oregon
and
Southern Oregon College.
12:30 p.m. -- Dr. Hazel Drexler,

professor of speech pathology
and audiology at OCE, discusses
"Prenatal and Early Childhood
Nutrition."
2 p.m. -- Film
"Diet for a
Small Planet."
3:15p.m. --Film ' The Limits to
Growth."

An
Outdoor
Happening,
displays of various types of
outdoor equipment, is being
sponsored by
the
Outdoor
Program at the College Center
today from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Equipment from all spring sports
will be displayed and owners of
the equipment will be on hand to
answer questions about their
sport and the equipment.
Outdoor Program is planning a
backpacking
trip
for
this
weekend. The trip will include a
climb of Saddle Mountain, and a
16-mile hike of part of the newly
completed trail from Seaside to
the south jetty on the mouth of the
Columbia River near Astoria.

"The half-pounder" with cheese,
tangy BRAZIER* sauce, mustard and
pickles on a toasted sesame-seed
bun. Limit 1 per coupon and 1
coupon per customer.

This offer void in any state or locality
prohibiting or regulating these
coupons. Consumer must pay any
sales tax included. Any other
application
of
this
coupon
constitutes fraud. Good only at
Monmouth Dairy Queen through //
April 30, 1976."
^1

Please present coupon before ordering
^Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. Am. D.Q. Corp.(^ 1972 Am. D.Q. Corp.j

Weather permitting, this will
be a leisurely hike, only covering
16 miles in two days, according to
Outdoor
Program
Director
Lauren Burch. "There will be
plenty of time for beach
combing, sand playing, rock
climbing and enjoyment of the
Oregon Coast," he said.
Those interested in making the
trip are asked to meet at 7 p.m.
tonight in the Outdoor Program
Office. A signup sheet for the trip
is located on the bulletin board
next to the ASOCE offices in the
College Center. More information
may be obtained by calling Burch
or Mark Buntin, ext. 295.

Holy Week Events
Calvary Presbyterian Church, 4th & D Streets, Independence, Wesley United
Methodist Church, Whitman & Clay Streets, Monmouth.

9:00 am.
10:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.

BgSAVE 50
"SUPER BRAZIER*

All events, unless otherwise
noted, will be held in the College
Center, either in the Willamette
Room, Oregon Room, or Coffee
Shop North Room. Rooms will be
posted at the "Food Day 76"
Information Center on the main
floor of the College Center near
the entrance of the Oregon

Sports gear on display

7:30 p.m.

UlUMqir

^ ^

8:30 p.m.

April 11, Palm Sunday
Contemporary Celebration of Jesus' Triumphal Entry
Traditonal Palm Sunday Worship
Traditional Palm Sunday Worship
April 15, Maundy Thursday
Traditional Choral and Communion Service
Organists: John Schrenk
Joanne Scott
Choir Director: John Schrenk
Soloists: Lois Beight
Georgia Gage
John Harding
24 hour Prayer Vigil begins

April 16, Good Friday
Prayer Vigil Continues until noon at Wesley
12.00 noon Special Good Friday Service
12:30 p.m. Prayer Vigil continues at Calvary
7:30 p.m. Good Friday Forgiveness Service
April 18, Easter Sunday
6:00 a.m. Community Sunrise Service at the OCE Athletic Field
8:00 -10:00 a.m. Annual Easter Breakfast
9:00 am. Contemporary Celebration of the Resurrection
10:30 a.m. Traditonal Easter Worship
11:30 am. Traditional Easter Worship

Wesley
Wesley
Calvary Wesley

Wesley

Calvary
Calvary

Calvary
Wesley
' Wesley
Calvary
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Campus forum

Lamron
Established in 1923

Fee allocation change urged

Opinion

Mandate voted
For once on this campus, students have become united
behind an issue and have voted a mandate for action. All
facets of the student body have unanimously supported
the incidental fee proposal drawn up by Senate ViceChairperson Wally Lien. That action can only be in
terpreted in one way -- students are not satisfied with the
current method provided for student incidental fee
input.
In a position statement about the proposal earlier this
week,.OCE president Leonard Rice took a stand against
the proposal, suggesting that the current method of
receiving student input would be more effective than
creating "new bureaucratic machinery."
Obviously, there is a gulf between the two positions.
Rice was correct when he said that once incidental fee
money is paid it is in the control of the State Board of
Higher Education. Yet the Board has encouraged
student participation, saying in a policy statement
adopted at the Jan. 25, 1971 meeting that "The duly
organized and recognized student government at each
inistitution shall appoint and delegate student
representatives to meet with each institutional
executive for the formulation of guidelines and
procedures to be followed at that institution in the
budgeting, allocation, and amount of incidental fee
income derived at such institutions. The guidelines and
procedures shall be subject to approval by the State
Board of Higher Education."
Rice also pointed out that since the committee
structure of the proposal would involve administrators,
faculty and students working together, students would
tend to be in the background of decision making. This
could be a very real problem on a large campus, but we
do not believe it would ruin the effectiveness of the plan
on this campus because students have direct contact
with the majority of faculty and administrators and are
thus not apt to sit silently in awe.
The important thing is that students not give up
something in which they believe because it lacks the
support of the president of this institution. Students have
given undivided support to this issue, and although
President Rice has many more years of experience than
they, they should not be overwhelmed by his office to
where they concede the point before debate is started.

Activity funds frozen
Social Board has received much verbal attack for its
failure to schedule a concert or assembly for spring
term. What it is not receiving, unfortunately, is any help
in this task.
As is the case so often around campus, people have
been quick to complain and slow to respond.
Currently, Carol Baunach, Assistant Social Activities
director, is the only voting member on the board.
Because of this, the board's powers are frozen; no
money can be appropriated for an event. Several
thousand dollars of student money is sitting in an ac
count and will continue to do so until the board can fill its
vacant positions.
At Senate Monday, volunteers were asked for fo fill
the empty senate Social Board position and no one
stepped forth. Chairperson Lisa Klammer could not
even get a nomination for the position. Senate's interest
in this vital part of student government is obviously low
f+nCV +6kaie u6tS SUCh a bad examP'e can the general
student body be expected to do any better?
orI!+^re iSua,Sx° an off-campus position vacant. This
position calls for any OCE student living off-campus
outside of student government, who is willing to put in
some time and effort to get some activities for this term
It seems unusual that out of the two thousand plus offcampus students there isn't one who's tired Sf com»3„gba°bUounVhaV'n9 '

C°n9ert

a"d ready

,a d°

Hopefully, the recently restructured Inter-Dorm
Council will get in gear immediately and appoint a dorm
representa ive to Social Board. After spending an enffiS
inrinreWr
Afuhe constitution to increase participation
in IDC, one of the first concerns should be to find some
one to voice the opinions of dorm students
At a time when students are demanding control of
student money, it's unfortunate that they are Dassina un
a chance they do have of saying how their monev should
S,Udan's rea"*<"",«>» a conce?HhVis tlrm
n°W
,lme iS
running shortPe
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To the editor:
Incidental
fee
allocation
procedures at OCE may be
changing. Within the last two
weeks every governing body of
ASOCE has thoroughly discussed
and unanimously passed the
proposed new guidelines as they
appeared in last week's Lamron.
In addition to student govern
ment, several clubs, programs,
and dorms have seized the issue
and unanimously concur with the
proposed incidental fee changes.
It seems the students have

united. The students at OCE are
demanding a change, and unlike
in the past, they are proposing a
viable alternative. Students don't
wish to tear down anything, they
only want constructive change.. A
change that would include a more
representative voice for those
who pay the incidental fees.
The
new
incidental
fee
allocation guidelines as passed
by ASOCE have not yet gone into
effect, and will not without
President Rice's approval. With

his consent comes quick and easv
passage by the OSSHE. Onlv
after both of these steps are taken
will students have a represen
tative voice in the allocation of
incidental fees at OCE.
I urge President Rice to act
quickly and openly in this matter
His approval is necessary for the
enactment of change and his
actions should reflect the man
date of the students.
Wallace W. I.ien
Senate vice-chairperson

Crosswalks not safety zones
To the editor:
I would like to submit the
following as an open letter to the
staff and students of OCE.
I constantly hear bitches and
moans about the closing of
Monmouth Avenue. I sympathize
heartily with those individuals
and groups who would like to see
the street closed. However, my
letter concerns what should be
done in the meantime.
It never ceases to amaze me
that a great many people, staff
and students alike, seem to
regard a crosswalk as some sort
of magical, sacred sanctuary.
Once inside those white lines,
they feel inpervious to any harm
that could befall them.
Those white lines on the street
are not, and I will repeat it for

those of you on drugs, NOT
analogous to the traditional cross
that keeps away vampires. Those
cars will kill you, you dummies!
Somehow I see it as extremely
imprudent to step out in front of
three-thousand pounds of hur
tling metal. The way some
students and staff step into the
paths of oncoming cars, it is
phenomenal that there aren't
more injuries and deaths.
If staff and students can't be
bothered with an old-fashioned,
prudent, "look both ways", I am
certain that a deal can be worked
out with Campus Elementary
School; perhaps they could send
over some of the grade school
crosswalk guards to make cer
tain you allegedly educated bozos
don't get yourselves killed.

Voting only alternative
To the editor:
In
November's
national
election, it isn't going to matter
who we vote for; we are never
going to be right. If we came to
the considered conclusion that
Nixon was the best choice in -72.
we are now feeling blushingly
betrayed. If we thought that John
Kennedy was an heroic American
phenomenon who might have
saved the country from itself, we
now know that he was, instead, a
mere human being. If we con
sidered Agnew a charming but
honest buffoon, we have come to
recognize that his candor was
only con.
So what should we do? Should
we write in Alfred E. Newman
and regard the whole fiasco of
exercising our power in a
democracy as a masochistic
joke? Why vote at all? Wouldn't
our time be better spent in the
library or watching a Mickey
Mouse cartoon?
Let's set aside all those
patriotic
phrases
about
citizenship and God and country
that we have been dutifully fed by
every figure of authority since we
were born. Maybe we vote
because we have a vague, itchy
suspicion that if we don't, some
medieval curse will be brought
down on us. Perhaps we are
afraid of losing the support of our
friends; or possibly we conceive
of a mystical, vibrating power or
force for good that will result
from the collective act of voting.
So let's be honest about it. If we
stay home on November sixth
this year, will be absence of our
vote have any impact whatever
on the final outcome?
It is election day, November
sixth, 2176, and six candidates
have been chosen by a computer
irom a bank which includes all of

Stephen Kent
OCE student

the qualifications and attributes
of every citizen in the North
American Federation. From
these six, voters will soon elect on
the
basis
of
heroic
and
charismatic qualities, the Ralph
Nader of the People. The final
choosing will take place in the
huge, covered astro-theater in
Las Vegas, Nevada, where each
candidate will show his qualities
in a fashion reminiscent of the old
Miss America contests of two
hundred years ago.
Every
member
of
the
Federation capable of pushing a
button will view the pageant on
their videowall, and at the
prescribed moment will press
one of the six buttons at their
fingertips. Following the singing
of the national hymn the winner
will be announced and showered
with flowers. After a brief closing
ceremonial, the videowall will
picture scenes of pleasant valleys
and wooded hillsides, and the
Federation's citizens will take
their evening dose of barbiturate.

Errors
corrected

To the editor:
I have for some time intended
to write the Lamron, thanking
you for your informed and in
formative coverage of the story
of faculty collective bargaining
at OCE
Please allow me to extend
those thanks now and, at the
same time, clear up a couple ot
misconceptions (not, however,
unique to the Lamron staff) about
the challengedballot of the Dec.
election.
.
First, and most important, tn
AFT did not challenge Mrs. Rye
ballot at the election. It wa
challenged by the ERB agefL
because her name was not on t
eligibility list. It was OCE a
ministration, not AFT or AA •
who filed a formal challenge
'
the election.
rr
It is true, however, that 0
All right,I won't burn the flag.
I will be prudent and sensible. I AFT did appeal the orig«»
will give careful consideration to ruling that the ballot was va •
each candidate, keeping in mind We did so because we fell
the sober lessons of my high issue of eligibility in this case
school civics teacher. I resolve a precedent-setting one any
that this year, I will do a really crucial implications l°r
Orethorough job of studying all the future higher elections m
candidates and issues; and with gon. We felt it important
logic, patience, and a dash of pursue the case through
S;
intuition, I will choose the best channels.
. . n has
Now that the final decisio , S"
qualified of the candidates for
president. That is all I can do. been made, we abide by 1
fei
The present election system is a look forward to the next ilngthy
bog of fraud and mistrust, con this
excrutiatingly
the
fusion and frustration, but for process. Again, thanks
t
for the eX
now it's all I've got. The night Lamron
mare is real, and no less a coverage.
nightmare than a dream of
election day in Utopia.
Sandra L. Sessom, PreS>
OCE - AFT
Carolyn F. Burdick
VI
Thursdays

published during summer session. The Lamron i«; m.hr
Oregon Coiiegeo, Education and printed by
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Let's face it...the street is not
closed and it is relatively busy
thoroughfare. Your student body
card or state'paycheck doesn't
entitle you to do anything more
on that street than it would it
would if you were crossing 82nd
Avenue in Portland.
Anyone who gets run-down
while crossing the street is as
much to blame as the gnome who
is driving the car. With spring
term coming up I would urge
everyone to be very careful in
dealing with Monmouth Avenue.
Maybe someday it will be closed
to through traffic, but for now
please don't be so presumptuous
as to rely solely upon the driver of
an oncoming car to notice you as
you step into the street. Would Jr.
do anything that dumb?
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Democrats set fair

the editor:
ft)"o/ith
the Oregon primary less
two months away, it's time
public to begin registering
irntponce again. OCE's Young
1 icrats
been
Club •has
Prizing a candidates fair to be
ff. )ater this month to help
uaint 0CE students and
,c<1 le around the community
n
n t|,e candidates who will be
money
and
indifl£ their
r Iring decisions
that will affect
(
111
lives during the next few
their
ffe young Democrats Club is
interested in getting people
^j'e We will be conducting a
"jistration drive during the next
^ITto
oath t0 rmake
j it more conlent for students to register to
1
Before or after a class,
J"'Before
will be a club member
with registration forms
both Polk and Marion
counties for students' conLience. We are going by the
Ltto 'If y°u 8ive UP y°ur right to
Ite, then y°u give up your right
1# gripe about how bad things
may """> out.'

The candidates fair won't take
much time from any student's
schedule. It will be held three
evenings, April 26-28 from 7:00 to
"ight Admission is
free and there will be free coffee
and cookies for those attending.
At the door -of the Oregon Room
ot the College Center-we will be
giving hand-outs listing the
responsibilities of each office, so
if anyone has any questions about
any one thing, they'll know which
candidates to direct the question
to.
Since this is a presidential
election year, we feel that it's
every person's obligation to get to
know all of the candidates, we
urge everyone to get to know the
presidential candidates as well as
the state and local candidates.
After all, voting on who will be
the most powerful man in the
world is not something to be
taken lightly.
Be sure to register as soon as
possible to be sure to vote.

Women have to be strong'

Bernsteins discuss sex roles
by DENA MINATO
Assistant editor
s
week's
Bicentennial
f ™
The
Parrel .°P1C>
American
ranDi V • encomPasses a wide
range of issues and OCE faculty
members, Dr. David Bernstein
,.
T.
Biana
Bernstein,
discussed several of
these
Tuesday in the second of a series
of noon presentations about the
family.
A problem in American society
today is the assigning of
traditional stereotyped roles to
males and females. According to
the Bernsteins, there are con
ventional
masculine
and
feminine activities, attitudes and
duties which people need to get
away from.
Ms. Bernstein, a psychology
professor, feels that a woman
needs to do what she wants to do
whether it's making a career of
keeping house. She realized soon
after getting married six years
ago that the traditional housewife
role was not for her.

OCE Young Democrats Club

Her husband, an assistant
professor of humanities, added,
"It can be fun if a man can forget
the stereotypes and enjoy things.
I really enjoy gardening. I also
conference, which was tirelessly think it's relaxing and fun to
organized by Bill Brugnoli and a come home and cook a meal."
Both agree that they don't have
core of concerned people. This
program is offering extensive any domains within their home.
information of the world food "It doesn't bother me when Dave
situation with particular em takes over in the kitchen," said
phasis on what we can do in our Bianca.
Expecting their first child in
lives to help the situation and
six weeks, the Bernstein's are
improve our health.
This program is still running a personally involved in the issue of
variety of films, speakers and a working mothers. She plans to
fantastic selection of healthy return to teaching in the fall to
foods offered before and after the dismay of friends, co-workers
and relatives.
coffee shop hours.
Ms. Bernstein feels that if she
Congratulations to the or
gave up her job, which she en
ganizers and supporters of these
joys, to stay home all day she
events; the college and all of us
would not be personally fulfilled
benefit from your efforts.
and suggested that in such a

Health Fair praised
0 the editor:
If any students

did not manage
, stroll through the College
enter Concourse the past couple
[days, they passed up a good
et. Two extremely informative
rograms have been going on this
eek, and the effectiveness of
0th was extremely impressive.
The OCE Health service was
ehind the health fair, which
ffered competent information on
verything from natural childirth to the Oregon Donor
•rogram.
Numerous
testing
ervices were available also,
anging from blood-pressure and
iabetes
tests,
to
eye
xaminations for glaucoma and
ther disorders.
Running concurrently with the
Hth Fair is the OCE version of
World Hunger and Nutrition

Cordially,
Don Spiegel
ASOCE Administrative Officer

New bill threatens
bargaining law
by PAT STIMAC
Lamron staff
The success that the Associated
Oregon Student Lobby (AOSL)
had in getting students involved
in faculty collective bargaining
with the passage of House Bill
3043 is in jeopardy of being lost,
according to a report by Kathleen
Brouder and
Lucy
Miller,
students at City University, New
York.
Students in Oregon became the
second group of students in the
nation to have bargaining rights
when HB 3043 was signed into law
last year. HB 3043 gives students
toe right to sit at the bargaining
table with the faculty and ad
ministration, as well as the right
to comment in good faith at the
sessions. The bill also allows
students to meet and confer with
either side individually.
However, a bill introduced into
Je United States Congress by
Representative Frank Thompson
(D-NJ), House
Resolution 77,
may
preempt
the
Oregon
collective
bargaining
laws,
hereby leaving students out in
toe cold again. The report
mentioned that there is a
Possibility that states which
Already
have
collective
argaining laws may be con
sidered exempt from any federal
egislation. That it is not likely,
owever, due to strong labor
°PPosition,
especially
the
nierican
Federation
of
ieachers.
APfil 8,1976

Currently only Oregon and
Montana have students who are
involved as parties in collective
bargaining, although at least nine
other states have students con
sidering legislation which would
allow them some form of par
ticipation. At least three of those
states expect action of some kind
by the end of this year.
Due to the controversy in
volved, it appears unlikely that
any federal legislation, either HR
77 or other similar measures, will
be dealt with before the 1976
elections. But, when legislation is
passed it could spell doom for the
students involved unless an
amendment is introduced giving
students recognition and rights
on the federal level.
Even if federal legislation
includes
an
amendment
providing exemption for states
with previous laws "substantially
equivalent" to the federal
legislation, there is no guarantee
that either Oregon's or Mon
tana's laws will be exempt.
The report also states that the
resolution of the preemption
issue "would appear to have the
most dramatic effect on students
in those states which currently
(or might in the future) provide
some form of student in
volvement
in
contract
negotiations between a unionized
faculty and their public em
ployer."

situation a woman could even
have bitter feelings tpward the
child.
The Bernsteins explained that
they
have
not
completely
resolved their problem. They
realize it will be painful in the fall
to leave their baby in the hands of
someone else.
"A woman has to be strong, she
just can't do it all — she can't
have a career, stay home all day
with the children, fulfill her own
needs -- she just can't do it," said
Ms Bernstein.
"We have made a decision and
we have to do what we want, not
what society, friends, or parents
want us to do," added her
husband.
Both
feel that child care
centers can be beneficial rather
than detrimental to children. Ms.
Bernstein cited the fact that there
is no evidence supporting the
belief that children raised under
alternative styles are harmed in
any way.
The problem of what kind of a
parent substitute one should have
for his children comes up and the
Bernsteins have not resolved
this "I work because I don't fit
the traditional maternal role, but
do I want a motherly woman
raising my children? It's a
problem," said Ms. Bernstein.
A survey done by Ann Landers
which claimed that a very high
percentage of parents would not
have kids if they could do it all
over again was brought up during
the discussion. "People are
becoming more selfish in the
sense that they recognize they
have a right to have their own
lives fulfilled," commented Mrs.
Bernstein.
Her husband remarked that
now people are making decisions
about if and when they are going
to have children, more so than
before, when such decisions were
impossible or unaccepted. "This

is probably one of the most im
portant decisions a couple can
make."
He feels that those couples
who choose not to have children
should
have
their
rights
respected and shouldn't be pres
sured by family or society to have
children.
Commenting
that
OCE
students tend to be traditional in
their opinions concerning male
and female roles. Ms. Bernstein
pointed out that role concepts are
formed very early in a child's
life.
"Second graders were asked in
one study what they wanted to be
when they grew up and the girls
answered with typical
oc
cupations of nurse, secretary,
and mother," she said.
"Teachers in the schools say
they are not doing anything to
promote sexist ideas in children
and this is a big fallacy," she
added. She said subtle actions or
comments can promote sexist
feelings and attitudes.
Ms. Bernstein did not receive
any
encouragement
or
motivation from her family to
continue her education after high
school because it was thought
such pursuits by a girl would be a
waste of time. She was en
couraged to look for a good
husband,
"preferably
a
millionaire businessman!"
Her family and her husband's
family still do not completely
accept her career. "Last night we
told my family that I was having
an article published and they
replied. That's great, what's
Dave doing?'" Mrs. Bernstein
laughed.
Despite the pressures she has
received to fill the traditional
mold, Mrs. Bernstein has ob
tained a Ph D and entered a field
dominated by males. "Women
have to be strong to go up against
society and do what they want,"
said her husband.

Guest editorial:

M ° re communication crucial

by CRISVAUGHAN
for the student body at OCE. In doctrine, rather it provides
ASOCE President-elect
Student government at OCE addition we will attempt to gain students with the input which is
has developed into a functional ideas and opinions from a wide already established by state law,
organization which attempts to range of OCE students on a and in the policies of the Oregon
State
System
of
Higher
represent student opinion on variety of subjects.
One area which needs more Education. We do not need to
various issues. The structure of
ASOCE provides a voice for input and increased student change any laws, but we do need
students through the student awareness is the question of to assume the duties and
student involvement in the responsibilities that are provided
Senate.
I believe the ASOCE Senators decision making process in to use. We are the ones who have
been negligent in the past, simply
are doing an adequate job with regard to the expenditures of
because we have not assumed
incidental
fees.
Incidental
fees
the input and information they
these duties and responsibilities.
receive. However, I believe that are those fees which fund
The new guidelines set up a
more communication between athletics, the operation of the
Center,
educational policy under which we can fulfill
students and student government College
the need for more active par
is crucial if student government activities, and ASOCE. At the ticipation in the incidental fees.
present time, students only
is to continue to improve its role
I believe that strong student
as an effective voice for students. control $65,000 of the $240,000 support
and
wide
based
incidental
fee
budget.
We,
as
I believe that it is necessary for
students, need to be included in awareness of the general student
student government to be ac
the decision making process body of any problems affecting
cessible to every student on
regarding the expenditures of students is crucial. Awareness
campus every day. This means
and involvement will not only
incidental fees.
more than just opening the
The ASOCE Senate recently help assure adoption but will
folding door and turning on the
approved a set of guidelines that, provide a large informed student
lights. To fill the need for more
once put into operation, would population that can tackle other
input and a more available
give students final budget problems. Once we have com
student government I will have
recommendations
of
ex pleted working with the in
my office open 40 hours a week.
penditures of incidental fees, cidental fees we must work on
To accomplish this I will spend
This proposal is not radical other areas.
from 12 to 40 hours a week in my
office. To cover the remaining
hours a student government
*
Come in and Check Out Our
secretary and an executive
*
assistant will be used. Easy
*
Albums
Incense
*
access and constant availability
Jewelry
Macrame
*
are keys to improving com
*
munication and should be taken
Also
*
care of under this plan.
*
REBUILT JEANS
To
help
increase . com
*
munication and awareness, the
*
ONLY
A PAIR
newly elected executive board
*
will conduct door-to-door in
*
formation campaigns. We will
*
210
S.
first of all attempt to inform * Pacific Hwv
A record
838-4975 *
„
more students as to what ASOCE
is and what we can do with and

$6.50
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July completion

set for Grove
The New Grove, located bethe College Center and the
New Gym, is scheduled to be
completed July 4, according to
Bill Neifert, new OCE physical
plant superintendent.
The New Grove will not be
formed as a miniature state of
Oregon, as originally planned.
The change in landscaping was
made because Portland land
scape dxperts told Neifert that
drainage and soil problems would
prevent carrying out the original
theme.
Instead, non-native maples, pin
oaks, hornbeams and several
species of conifers have been
planted. This planting will be
followed by the planting of low
shrubs at various points.
Approximately 200 trees have
been planted on the site of the old
Vets Village. Several things still

remain to be done, including
shaping of the mounds, com
pleting a drainage system in
stalling
additional sprinkler
irrigation, and planting the lawn
Electricity will be piped to
various places in the New Grove
for lighting and powering amplifiers.
The center of the area will be
left in lawn, which will be
available for use by students and
others.
Work is being done within the
funds available, according to
Neifert. Those funds include a
$3,500 grant made last summer
by the American Revolution
Bicentennial
Commission of
Oregon.
Neifert is now trying to learn
the status of the statue com
missioned for the New Grove by
ASOCE last year.

Law seminars begin
Last night was the first in a
series of law seminars to be of
fered this term by ASOCE and
Joe Penna, Monmouth lawyer.

Lamron photo by Daryl Bonitz

SPRING HAS SPRUNG -• Many students like these two managed to combine studying with the much
welcomed sunshine as they moved their books and blankets outside.

Senate approves fee proposal
By PAT STIMAC
Lamron staff

The ASOCE Senate voted
unanimous approval on Monday
for the incidental fee proposal put
forth by Senate Vice-Chairperson
Wally Lien.
In line with that proposal, it
also voted unanimously to move
the Educational Activities budget
back from the control of OCE
Business Manager John Sparks
to the control of student govern
ment, effective June 1.
The Senate voted to rescind a
motion from an earlier meeting
regarding the Alternate Coffee
Shop. Earlier it had decided to
turn the shop over to some
organization that could extend
operating hours and thereby
compete with the regular coffee
shop. I twas decided however,
that would be unethical and end
up costing students more money.
A number of allocations were
passed, some requesting money
from special projects, the
senate's slush fund and others

from the college's contingency
fund. One was turned back,
however, through a series of
bureaucratic
mistakes.
The
Young Democrats were asked to
return after getting Financial
Board recommendation.
By a unanimous vote Senate
decided to request $500 from the
contingency fund to buy two
Tandem Bicycles for the Outdoor
Program bike rental program. If
the expenditure is approved, two
five-speed, two-seat bikes will be
purchased. The senate will also
request John Sparks to provide
money for the construction of
ramps for the handicapped at the
Music Hall and between the
Natural Science Building and
HSS.
Philosophy Club was allocated
$200 to sponsor a film festival.
Senator Lane Shetterly cast the
only no vote and explained
"Financial Board policy has
always been to provide seed
money
to
organizations
requesting money so that they

could make their own money. I'm
mystified as to why this proposal
should shoot straight through
when others didn't."
The reason given for approving
the money was that it was a
specific campus activity and that
it was a service to the students.
However, Shetterly felt that
almost any request for money is
to provide some sort of service
for students.
Also allocated an additional $10
for an earlier allocation for
typewriters for student use in the
library. A total of $100 was
allocated for the ASOCE Retreat
which will be held in May. The
All-Campus
Committee
is
working out the details of that
retreat.
Although
two
senators
resigned, Denise Lemon because
of time conflicts, and Sharon
Crino because she left OCE, six
others were approved, including
three "special senators."
Brian Fenderson was approved
as an education senator, Krista
Lund as a science senator and
Richard Whipple as an offcampus senator.
Rather than turn away in
terested students, senate will
allow students to represent
departments outside their own
major or minor area. Lori Ohling
is a humanities senator. Mary
Ann
Johnson,
a
physical
education senator and Marilyn
Riback, a math senator. There
now three senate spots still
open, one each in the education,
dorm and off-campus fields.

THE
HAGGLE HOUSE

wondered about late fees (which
are illegal in many cases), or how
they are obligated to pay for a pet
or who have any other question
Next week's presentation, and about renting, can probably find
discussion, at 7 p.m. Wednesday the answer by attending the
in the College Center Wallowa second law seminar. The seminar
is free of charge.
I
Room, will cover an area of
These seminars are hopefully
special interest and concern to
students, Landlord-Tenant Laws, the precedent of free ASOCE
and who is responsible for what. subsidized legal services, similar
to legal aid, which are now in the
The discussion will examine planning stage for next year.
both sides of the question, as one Student interest will be part of
can only deal with tenant the criterion affecting the fee
responsibilities
if
one
un allocation, so it is essential to get
derstands
landlord
respon student input, according to
sibilities as well.
ASOCE Administrative Officer
Students who have ever Don Spiegel.

Manchester cancels out
"If at first you don't succeed,
try, try again," is an old saying.
Unfortunately for Candy Harley,
the ASOCE Social Board and the
OCE students, it has yet to come
true.
In other words another concert
bid was turned down. This time
by Melissa Manchester. Others
who have turned down offers
from OCE are Roberta Flack and
Captain and Tenille.
Manchester was contacted
before spring vacation by the
ASOCE Social Board and offered
$5,000 to appear in concert at
OCE. The other concert offers
ranged up to $7,500.
Early last week it appeared
Manchester would be appearing
at OCE. She was hesitant to
accept the offer, but she said
she'd accept, even though there
were some problems in the
contract.
The problems were not with the
contract itself, but with a rider
attached
to
the
contract
According to Candy Harley',

Jeanne Kasnick, freshman
was named ASOCE Senator of the
month for March for her work on
the SEEK and communications
committee this year.

Open 6 days a week
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because she was wanted to
tend her stay in San Francis

two committees. When
the SEEK committee there ^

only two members
committee has now &
include four.

to

Her duties in
helping applicants fill o ^ a
to get new classes star icatiofls
member of the commu
committee she has been
v

10:00-5:30

till 7:00 on Friday
184 S. Main St.
Independence, Oregon
Phone 838-3366
rhone

tacted again, the concert
through.
' were
Captain and Tenille
unable to appear at OCE jj"berta
television
booking. /"0ffer
Flack turned down the ^ ^

March senator named

The special education major
entered senate last fall as a dorm
senator and was assigned to the

(Experienced Merchandise)
Skiis & Ski Boots

social board chairman, ASOCE
was unable to meet all the
stipulations of the rider, and
would be unable to sign the
contract.
However, Harley was later
notified
that she (Melissa
Manchester) would cooperate
with OCE and see if they could
pull things together.
One of the problems was tna
they needed more electricity tna
we would be able to supp ;• I
Manchester also needs a Pa
ticular piano which can only
obtained in Portland.
another problem was that u
would only receive 25 co
plimentary tickets, and this is
enough to give to the press
senators.
When Manchester was ^

i

Give a hoot!
Don't pollute.

on the student directory
came out last week
Kasnick is currently

pav

on the Monmouth

for

committee and has
the last month in prep3
this week's events.
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ne great ERK'put on
How to iron on your
ERIKT-shirtdecal.
Colors of finished decal should
be vivid black and red.
For BEST results, use perma
nent press materials of 50% cot
ton and 50% polyester
100% COTTON MATERIALS
DO NOT HOLD COLOR AFTER
SEVERAL WASHINGS.
tTo protect your ironing board and items to be ironed
Tomstaining, place a cover of plain paper over the board.
Notebook or bond typing paper is good. Do not use por® paper, such as paper towels or tissue as They w
% ink to leak through. Slip your T-shirt over the end
''theironing board.

•Cut decal pattern along the dotted line and place the
design face down on the area you wish to decorate. Pin
pattern securely to shirt along the top and bottom so it
can't slide as you iron. Place another piece of protective
paper over the design to protect the iron. Do not use
heavy brown paper.
•Set your iron on "cotton" and allow it to heat to proper
temperature. Be sure to use a dry iron. When iron is hot,
press across the design with firm,
even pressure for one minute. Be
sure to cover the entire design area.
Let T-shirt cool for about one minute
before removing pattern.
ERIK Tips or Regular...each avail
able in natural, menthol or cherry
flavor.

cJ&V

fou're really smokirt... with ERIKbnyour T-shirt.

I ''Lorillard,

Louisville Ky., U S A

—state and local candidates to

Up

in the main concourse of the

Campus Calendar

Placement service explored
_ jLEE

'Bedknobs' Monday Movie - Th

T,

ill be Walt Disney's "Bedknoh/ m°vie for April 12
Will
s ar>d Bmnmo4.':_i
arrina Angela
Angela Lansbury
I anck,,... oTvid
Bro°^sticks ..
starring
McDowall and Sam Jaffe The film T?.m'inson, Roddv
in ^ College Center coffeeX TC if9"1 at 7 ^
chargeP- nere is no admission

Mason, iMarshall Featured -

Pr„f.,

Mason and John Marshall will be
*1 °f ^ge
13, respec .ve|y. The fi|ms
' be featured April 7 and

Center Willamette Room at noon on bothV^

by LEE KELLEY
KELI.FV
^ Lamron staff

i.I

which aids' teaChment 0ffice>
er«d„a,2VK
'SUC"lon
opportunities SLSff?™'"1
Oosies, lime
ol .Zm°

SSa3fwsi<.'35

Colle9e

Scott Stars - "The Day- of th* n , u

!

job may choose to continue to
llSt'n6
order to
keenVah
auhpv
°f Sch001 Portions
as they open up.

Offl w ng t0 Dr- Harold Mason
B'acement Office, some 750
weeknAnn S are printed each
0XImately 400 of these
Tr?
m n PJout.
are mailed
While many of the job openings
listed may be available to
beginning teachers, others, such
reni.tro
sons

pnncipal
m°re

positions,
Per-

In answering job position
openings on the vacancy list, one
should send a letter of ap
plication. Letters should include
a short one page resume.
Mason emphasized the need for
all such correspondence to be
neatly typed, understandable and
error-free. With larger numbers
of persons applying for a specific
position, some employers have
taken a harsher look at the
lTttersSS and

quality of inc°ming

experienced

n a waI1 in the Placement
Office is a photocopy of an actual
letter and resume sent by an OCE
s
that the Placement Office has in
0 rS
student (the individual's name is
and some ln Washington The hs? sending out their vacancy reports
is that, especially over summer omitted) to a school district to
week, depending on the
vacation, students would move apply for a position. Although the
person was reasonably qualified
o f-campus and forget to give the
Dance Saturday - TKB ic cnn„„
r,cuSS„»,eai"ble «
-«
Placement Office their new for the position, the application
9
Pi
a
a dance Saturday, beginning at 9*d m" ' 9 marol" at
was immediately rejected due to
mailing addresses.
the OPE Gym.
some simple typing errors and
Admission is $1.25 per pe??on P
Student
Placement
Files
imprecise
language,
which
which
contain
a
student's
openings. Each individual 1 st
created
a
bad
first
impression
of
Art Show Begins - CamDbeli w^n
..
jng usually includes the grade references, are available either the applicant.
closed,
for
reference
only
by
y
7
wi
be
level,
subject
area
or
sk.lls
the
having a showing of high school art b£?in? \°
"
According
to
information
potential employers and not bv
9
ay and position1 deals with, plus where to
running through April 28. There will ho
released by the Salem Public
the
student
himself,
or
open
from Rnfh
? Sl,bmit an application
Schools in the school year 1975-76,
3 p.m. to 5 p.m. today for the artists
Both teacher
and princiDal where all of the student's 212 new staff members were
p nclpal
references are non-confidential
poisitions are given.
added in the Salem District.
it is recommended that a
Tbe,, weekly
listings
are
a
The average amount of actual
>ndaV
is
da
student
send
letters
of
inquiry
to
free
from
the
cfasSef
'«» V .or available
teaching experience per in
those school districts in which is
Placement Office to any job
dividual was 3.4 years. The
particularly interested, even if
hunting student. For those who
largest category (44 persons) •
there
are
presently
no
known
lobs
are student teaching or interning
were those teachers who were
vacant. This is a further check in
off-campus or who have been
just
beginning.
The second
determining if there are any
S^t^and " " ,he Lltt" theatre Curtain graduated from OCE less than a positions open in the area, and largest area were those who had
listi.ngs wiu be mailed
had two years of past experience
free. Those who graduated over a also a means of familiarizing the (33).
district
with
who
the
student
is
year ago are charged $5 per year
This placement included 115 in
Environmental Problem Wednesday - The Outdoor to continue the service.
and his qualification. These
the elementary field and 84 in
Program is sponsoring
slide nr«JL
etters are usually kept on file bv secondary education.
Graduates who have secured a
the receiving school.
"Endangered Species of Oregon: Reflections of Greater
Comparing these figures with
those of past years, one can see *
Problems," scheduled to take place 5 7 p m ?n thl
that a high point was reached in
College Center Oregon Room.
'
1969-70 when 286 persons found
employment
in
the
Salem
Pfet i!6^6 Tuesday " Henry Morrison, a Portland
schools. This can be compared to
poet, will be presented as a part of Humanities Night,
1971-72, only 184 persons were
hired. That year had the lowest
in ,h* C°"^ ^
WiNamette^Room
* ' P
placement of the last eight years.
Although the figures shifted
from year to year, the total
OCE's newly re-formed Young
local
candidates
and
ballot
Printmakers Exhibit - The U of O Printmaking Democrats Club is currently
number of teachers added to the
Department is exhibiting 38 prints in the College Center attempting to draw a democratic measures.
elementary schools in the Salem
The candidates that have
through April 29. Techniques used in making the prints presidential candidate to the shown an interest in speaking at area in the past eight years, 832
stayed fairly consistent with the
include etching, engraving, lithography, woodcut, em OCE campus by mid-May.
the fair so far are: Blaine
number hired in secondary
bossing, and mezzotint.
The club will be Sending letters Whipple, Phil McAlmond, A1
schools, 845.
to the national candidates during Densmore, Dick Groener and
In past years, most placement
Moslems Meet - The Moslem Student Association the next week and with cities Caroline Wilkens, secretary of hiring
was usually done in early
meets at noon Fridays in the College Center Deschutes such as Salem, Corvallis, Albany, state; James Redden and Don spring before the start of a new
Dallas and McMinnville close by, Willner, state attorney general;
Koom.
school term, but situations have
club
president
Steve
Mc- Mel
Gordon,
Marvin
changed.Now hiring may often be
Donough believes the club may Hollingworth and Jewel Lansing, delayed up until late summer.
ERA to be Discussed - Jean Dost, director of the have a good chance of drawing a state treasurer; Bob Marx and
In evaluating offers of em
Women's Studies Center at Oregon State, is discussing presidential candidate.
Don Shockey, state represen
ployment made to new staff
tative; Bill Atkins, Eunice C.
the equal rights amendment at noon today in the College
members in the Salem schools for
Candidates such as Jerry Brandt
and
Lawrence
E.
Center Willamette Room.
the year 1975-76, few offers oc
Brown of California and Scoop Delplanche Jr., Polk county
curred earlier than mid-June.
Odd Squad Meets -- Students 25 and older meet for Jackson of Washington might commissioner; Michael Lee The largest weekly amount, 14
lunch at noon Mondays in the College Center TV Room. really be interested in appearing Harding and Kathie Foisie, Polk per cent, occurred during the
in as many places in Oregon as county clerk; Virgil Trick and
week of July 28. Broken down
possible, since they live just to John W. Lamers, Polk county
Christian Scientists Meet - Campus Christian the north and south of us," assessor; and Joe Cochrane, into months, 23 per cent got job
offers in June, 34 per cent in July,
Scientists will hold their weekly inspirational meeting at McDonough said. He also pointed Polk County treasurer.
30 per cent in August and 12 per
out
that
Frank
Church
was
in
Sa.m. Monday in the College Center Umpqua Room.
After an informal introduction, cent in September.
Salem last weekend and that in each candidate will give a short
Directory Available -- Copies of the ASOCE student 1968 Richard Nixon spoke at a talk while remaining open to
Salem high school.
questions. A list of each office
register are available at the ASOCE office or on the
holders' responsibilities will be
Along
with
the
drawing
of
a
table by the Admissions Office in the Administration
presidential
candidate,
the given at the door to, each person
Building. '
Young Democrats Club has also in attendance so those attending
will know to which candidates to
been working during the last
Baha'i Club Brings Speaker - The Baha'i Club will month to organize a candidate direct questions.

George C. Scott, will be the Fridav^n P u'" starr'ng
beg innin9 at
6:45p.m. and 9 p.m. in the Colleq7cen?.'
f
Coffee shoPAdmission is $1 for students and *h??+
those 7 to 12, and free to ?hose under 7'' 50 Cents for

counseling center

Jtr„n^r
s,
r

3

nf?

thmath°pnpS|aid

th3t

°ne problem

sru- ^rTnhs vr°" °<

Democrat club invites
president candidates

A Perfect
Diamond.

nold its first weekly meeting at 8 p.m. Monday in the
College Center Willamette Room. Steven Scholl from
the Oregon State Experimental College will speak on
'Teachers of the Heart: An Introduction to Progressive
Revelation."

Fishing Guide Available - With fishing season on its
jjjay# the Outdoor Program will soon have the State of
Oregon 1976 Angler's Guide available free of charge.
Those interested may drop by the Outdoor Program
°ttice in the College Center and pick one up next week.
Carpool Service Open - Due to an error, carpool cards
^re not included in registration packets this term.
Cards are still available, however, and about 25 people
have responded. A list of carpoolers by area is now
Mailable at the College Center Office, and will be
c°nstantly updated. Those desiring more information
[pay check with the College Center Office or with the
car Pool Office, next to the Sweete Shoppe.
APr»

8,1976

fair and sponsor a voter's
registration drive.
Within the next month club
members will be at different
locations on the OCE campus
with voter registration forms to
make it more convenient for
students to register to vote. Club
members will also go door to door
with registration forms to get
people around Monmouth to
make sure they are registered by
the May 25 primary.
The candidates fair will be for
state and local candidates to
speak at OCE and also for state
ballot measures to be discussed
with the pros and cons given on
each.
The fair will be held Monday,
April 26, through Wednesday,
April 28 with a different night
being held for state candidates,

The times for each of the three
nights will be from 7 p.m. to
approximately 10 p.m. Coffee and
cookies will be free to those at
tending. Admission is also free.
The times and days that each
candidate will speak has not yet
been determined but, according
to McDonough, there will be
plenty of time to get the word out
to students and around the
community before the candidates
fair begins.
A bulletin board will also be set
up in the main concourse of the
College Center during the next
week. All times, dates and places
for each candidate's talks will be
listed on the bulletin board,
along with such things as up-todate electoral votes for each
presidential candidate after each
primary.

Keepsake'
Registered Diamond Rings

Itj

PITOL JEWELRY

363-2828
315 Court N.E.
Rings from 5100 to $10,000

Trade Mark He*
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Don Eaton

Entertainment

A SILENT TREAT - The Salem Mime Troupe will visit the OCE
campus Tuesday, April 13 at 7 p.m. in the Oregon Room of the
College Center. The program, "Mime and Things" is their first
performance.

Mime Troupe at OCE
The Salem Mime Troupe will
hold it's first performance, Mime
and Things, Tuesday, April 13 in
the College Center Oregon Room.
The program will start at 7 p.m.
and there will be no admission
charge.
The troupe, headed by Jerry
Luke and Cherie Ulmer, has a
temporary membership of six:
Debbie Cretsinger, Devonne
Tourville, Don Carmichal, Larry

Madison, Deanna Jenkins and
Nancy Sthay.
Mime and Things will include a
variety of pantomimes, some of
which are accompanied by
music, one unique pantomime
accompanied by voices, and a
one-act play called Loose Ends
by David A. Treen. Some of the
highlights will include: ''Ann
Boleyn," "Howdy Partner",
"Marriage", "Adam and Eve",
and "The Game of Life."

Artist plans laid back' concert
By DENA MINATO
Assistant editor
"It's easy to find a lover, hard
to find a friend. If I could bring
them both together in one person
then I think that I might start to
live again," says modern folk
singer and composer Don Eaton
in his song, "Lovers and A
Friend."
Eaton, who speaks of the
fragmentation of people in many
of his songs, will be on campus
April 9 for a free concert and
April 10 for a song-writing
workshop. The concert will begin
at 8 p.m. in the Oregon Room
and the workshop starts at 10
a.m. in the Willamette Room.
The 29-year-old musician grew
up in New England and went to
school at UCLA, where he
majored in English and minored
in social psychology. "English
was what I was excited about
even though I had no idea where I
was going with it," commented
Eaton.
His musical background stems
back to the fourth grade when he
began singing in choirs. Taking
up the guitar at the age of 18, he
taught himself to play the six and
12-string.
Finding out what kind of a
person Eaton is could best be
accomplished, according to him,
by listening to his songs, but we
had to make the attempt over a
cinnamon roll and coffee in a
Portland restaurant. "I like to be
who I am and this becomes ap
parent in my songs," he smiled.
Eaton, who has written about
50 songs and has one out on a 45
RPM, "Here is My Love," sticks
with "what I know best (in his
songs) —me. It's dangerous to
try to project into what other
people feel." His record is
currently being played on KINK
and KGON in Portland.
Some topics his songs deal with
are old age, inner city problems,
loneliness and togetherness. His
songs also contain a lot of
imagery and references to
nature.
"He's really a poet," says his
20 year old wife, Laura. "He
grabs at emotions and touches
places where you've been - thaPs
the beauty of his songs."
As a social psychology minor,
Eaton is interested and involved
in things in life other than songs
which, are meaningful. One such
aspect of life is interpersonal
communications.

ASOCE ASSEMBLIES
Presents

MIME & THINGS
Tuesday, April 13
Oregon Room College Center

7:00 p.m.
Page 8

folk singer- ,
song writer

"In the hour and a half or two
As
a
free
lance
com
munications instructor, Eaton's hour workshop, I will also be
concern with how people talk to concerned with how we can
community
between
each other and relate as friends create
and acquaintances emerges in people and how we can get to
his song-writing. He speaks on know each other. I hope to
the art of communication in establish relationships where
makeshift classrooms ranging people will be talking to each
from church basements to his other rather than me just talking
to them," he explained.
own living room.
As the youngest member ever
Both Eaton and his wife belong
to a group called "Cadre" in to be accepted in the Poetry
Portland, a small group of people Society of Southern California
trained to try to give people a and a recipient of five awards of
sense
of
community
and excellence from the society for
the lyrical content of his songs,
belonging.
"Our society is noisy and Eaton has a very personal
complex and we get fragmented definition of being successful.
"I consider myself very suc
as people," philosophized the
musician. "My music deals with cessful because I can write about
how people become whole. It isn't what people relate to. I put people
noisy, but rather very laid back." in touch with themselves and
When I do a concert like the one other people. I don't need lots of
I'll be giving at OCE there is a money to feel good about
relaxed feeling. There are no myself," he said.
"I'm having such a good time
amps blowing up. It's a solo
concert, just me and my guitar right now ; this is where it is. It's
important for someone to do what
instead of me and a band."
Eaton's songs are lyrically he or she is good at and that's
oriented and he feels words are what I'm doing right now. A
the most important part of his person should do things where joy
songs. "There are not 18 choruses in his life coincides with a need in
of 'uh, uh, ya, ya baby' in my the world," he added.
Not liking to plan too far in
songs," he laughed.
"You could just squeeze the advance, Eaton expressed a
maple syrup out of them," is how desire to continue doing concerts
the folk singer described some of at universities and colleges and
the popular, over sentimental to have more workshops. He
songs popular today. "My songs hopes to have an album out
are not sentimental to that extent before summer and a half-hour
and are not goopy. I work hard at television special in the fall.
them and try to relate ex
"The most important thing in
periences that everyone has but life is sharing how we feel with
say it in a different way."
each other," concluded the song
Growing up in the age of rock writer after he had taken an hour
and roll, Eaton is aware of its of his time to do just that.
affect on him as a musician. He
feels that such groups as Peter,
Paul and Mary had a great deal
of influence on his development
in the field of music.
Current artists who Eaton
especially enjoys are Jackson
Auditions
for
Jean g.
Brown, Judy Collins, Paul Simon,
Genet's The Maids, the g
Denver
and
Gordon
John
spring
term
studio g
Lightfoot, who is a friend of his.
production, will be held g
"He's a neat guy," he remarked,
Monday, April 12 and g
"We
usually
have
lunch
Tuesday,
April 13. The g
together when he's in Portland."
tryouts will be from 7 pm g
Hoping to encourage some
to 10 p.m. each night in g
additional awareness in his
HSS
/ 331. There will be g
audience, Eaton also expects his
additional
auditions g
concert to be fun. He plans to do
Tuesday afternoon.
'g
some funny songs and some
Parts are available for g
political satire.
three women.
g
In Saturday's workshop he will
The Maids is one of g
show how he develops his songs.
Genet's earliest works. It is g
"I don't pretend to say this is how
a complex drama, con- g
you should do it. I just want to
cerned with the processes g
give helpful ways to get started,"
of ritual and multi-layered g
he said.
role playing.
He will discuss things a
The
play
will
be g
musician just getting started can
presented in late May |.
do to enrich lyrics and will give
Mark Wood will direct, g
some insights into how music and
aS
with
Alan
Klein
|
lyrics fit together. Eaton feels his
: assistant director and Dr g
workshop, which he gives as
Allen Adams as faculty g
often as he can in high schools in
advisor.
the Portland area, are beneficial
to poets as well as song-writers.

Tryouts setj

Lam ron

Figaro' opens F r i d a y
,.rfUfl Marriage
Marripap of
nf Figaro,"
*> ,by
»The
comic opera by Wolfgang Englishrsofhne TbJ °Pera ^ i"
Hlozart. will be performed in an easier timeSersTanl11 "T
English m the Music Hall
^{"sing Pints of the ojera®
Auditorium April 9 and 10.
Curtain time is at 8 p.m. Ticket
orices are $1.50 adults, 75 cents
for OCE students, and $1 for other SuysaenrnalaBotheof0thantiC 'ead °'f
have oerfnrm A . se students
students.
CE
»Pef
m°m e
The cast is a combination of
Ummer
qCE
students
and
the m^|c«l productions
professional
musicians from ViS S,in,hreC»'«'Madison
Salem and Monmouth. Most are
Involved with the continuing OCE
opera
workshop. The par
ticipants have been working for
three terms on the production. Basigio; Michelle Wardrip as
Music authorities consider the Cherub.no; Wade Kesself as
opera to be one of the greatest
Banrberinaand L°rie Beyers as

.Pe^p,nor0,hS

&Vick "

Seminars set
j Natural Science - Mathematics seminars win
| ;rSagain 'hiS ^ 91 n°°" ^ues^ays The senTinm^are^n
| This term's schedule is as follows:
5 April

i

13 - "Lunar Hocks and the Origin of the Moon's WfanoWeill, Institute of Volcanology, UnWersity of ofegon:

Daniel

|i April 20 - Film: "Wildlife Western; The Steens Mountains."
i|

::

Apr" 27 - "Sun Spots over the Centuries", Robert Howard Hale
Observatory, Pasadena, California.

aiu.naie

> May 4 - "Teaching Experiences in South Australia" John
Meyer and Dan McLain, Oregon College of Education.
:• May 11 -- "Sound Communication and Mating Behavoir of the
; Native Douglas Fir Beetle and Mountain Pine Beetle" Lee
i Kyker. Research Associate in Entomology, Oregon State
•: University.
\

May 18- "Great Britain: Is this our Destiny?", William Jones
Oregon College of Education.

i May

25 - "What can Computers Do", David Moursund,
Department of Computer Science, University of Oregon.

: June 1 - "The Energy Crisis and the Role Aluminum Plays in
: it", Joe Moffatt, Reynolds Aluminum, Portland, Oregon.

cu""°

riirit zs s
Opera features students

Susanna in the OCE Opera Workshop^producUon'of "Th"^0

Several current and former
OCE students will be featured in
Berthold Brecht's The Three
penny Opera, to be performed at

Conlee's works performed
in media concert
by TERRI

SCHMIDT
Lamron staff

A
multimedia
selection
"Voyages," will be one of the
featured selections in a com
position recital of work by Steve
Conlee, OCE senior.
The recital is Monday, April 12
at 8 p.m. in the OCE Music Hall
Auditorium. There is no ad
mission charge.
All performers are OCE
students except for Dr. Ron
Wynn, OCE professor of music,
and his daughter, Holly.
"Voyages"
features
film,
slides, poetry^ taped surf sounds
and the music of flutes, piano and
vibraphone. Two slide projectors
and one film projector will be
used. The slides and the film will
be shown simultaneously*. The
film is a slow motion one of ocean
breakers. In the background, a
tape of the surf will be played.
This piece is the only one in the
recital which was not composed
entirely by Conlee. Conlee wrote
the music, OCE Humanities
professor Dr. Joseph Soldati
worte the poetry and OCE art
professor John Casey did the film
and slide work.
Other works by Soldati have
been published and this piece is
currently on it's way to the
publishers.
The instrumental part of the
Piece will be played by flutists
Holly Wynn, Holly Pennock and
Denise Bleything. Pat Eddings
will play the piano and Steve
Sheets will play the vibraphone.
Most rectials for instrumental
^usic majors are performance
%il 8,1976

rectials. Conlee decided he would on piano and Dr. Wynn on guitar.
"Response" will be performed
rather have a composition
recital. All selections in the by Diane Williams on flute and
recital have been written by Pat Eddings on piano. "Growth"
Conlee during the past year and a is also for piano and flute. Denise
Bleything will play the flute and
half.
"I wanted to show what I do Pat Eddings will play the piano.
best," explained Conlee. "And "Duet for Flute and Bassoon"
features Denise Bleything on
that is writing music."
Most of Conlee's compositions flute and Bob Richard on
are for flute. This is unusual bassoon.
Conlee
composed
"Alto
since the flute is one of the few
Soliloquy" for the alto flute. This
instruments he doesn't play.
instrument is "hardly ever used
The first selection of the recital or composed for" said Conlee.
is called, "Threk Pieces for The soloist for this selection is
Flute" with piano and / or guitar Holly Pennock.
accompaniment. Conlee was
Another featured selection is
notified last fall that this piece "Quartet No. 1 for Four Flutes".
and several others were selected Performers for this selection are
for publication by the Shawnee Holly Wynn and Diane Willams
on flute, Holly Pennock and
Press in Pennsylvania.
Preformers for his piece are Denise Bleything on alto flute,
Holly Wynn on flute, Pat Eddings and Lane Shetterly on piano.

E

Pentacle Theatre April 23 to May

Dennis Engblom, who played in
OCE's Tartuffe, and Marcia
Engblom,
who
played
in
Oklahoma and A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the
Forum, will play Mr. J. J.

Peachum, the beggar king, and
Celia, his wife. Dobie Long,
(Waiting for Godot, Hello Dolly),

plays Polly, their daughter.
Ed Classen (Godot, Tartuffe,
Oklahoma) will play Macheath
OCE assistant professor of
humanities George Slawson will
play police commissioner Tiger
Brown,
while
Alan
Klein
(Marat Sade) will play Smith,
Brown's right hand man, and will
also play a gangster.

Plays

the

romantic lead of

J. P. Morin (Funny Thing) will
play the Constable and a
gangster; Mark Kershner (Music
Man) will play the streetsinger;
Karen Jones and Gail Arnold will
play prostitutes; Lilly Hugget
(Rip Van Winkle), Connie Wold
and Jeff Davis will play beggars,
while Pat Davison will play
Reverent Kimball.
The music for the production
was written by Kurt Weill, who
also wrote the scores for such
American pieces as Down in the
Valley, Lost in the Stars, and
Lady in the Dark. The orchestra

is under the direction of Linda
Lentz, OCE music student.
Tickets for the production may
be purchased at Stevens and Son
in Salem or at the door on
evenings of performance.

ACTION
THEATRE
Double Features
8mm film rental

ASOCE Assemblies
"Presents

11-11 d a i l y
1-7 S u n d a y

Day of
the Dolphins
6:45 & 9:00

:

Pacific Room
College Center

4

Rate d

X

See
our
large
movie
arcade
books, magazines
& marital aids.
_

P h . 364-0792
175 C o m m e r c i a l N . E . , S a l e m
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Livingston calls program
the best in the nation'
by KIM CARTER
Lamron staff
"I don't know of a better
physical education department in
the whole country."
Spoken in all honesty by Dr.
Robert Livingston, chairman of
OCE's Health and Physical
Education department, these few
words hold a lot of respect for a
lot of people.
Although he is the chairman,
and although he gets quite a bit of
recognition for representing the
department, Livingston says he
can't take credit for forming one
of
OCE's
most
successful
departments. The credit, he
feels, belong to the instructors
who make the department's
programs what they are. It's a
simple matter: Without the
coaches and instructors, the
department would be nothing.
Livingston takes "tremendous
pride'" in the entire physical
education program, from teacher
education to winning sports. But
his pride doesn't stop there.
Over the past few years, the PE
department has gotten a lot of
attention,
both
local
and

nationwide.
Winning
sports,
men's and women's, and being
elected NAIA President last year
brought OCE and Livingston out
into the open on the sports page.
Not all of the the things said
about the department lately have
been good, however.
Citing the soccer club incident,
Livingston said he was "not
complaining"
about
the
problems. Sure, he said, he'd like
to have the club become a team,
but he pointed out that with the
exception of the Big Four,
(football, baseball, basketball
and track), "almost all in
tercollegiate sports started on a
little club basis." Besides that,
there isn't enough money to
support the large family of sports
OCE sponsors.
Livingston used the example of
a large destitute family adopting
another child. When it can't af
ford to feed the mouths it had to
begin with. He added, the soccer
club "conveniently forgets that
no other state school has soccer
other than on a club basis."
Although OCE doesn't offer
athletic scholarships, and hasn't

Police recruits to graduate
Forty police recruits, will ment, was elected vice president.
Chief Roy Holladay, Salem
graduate from Oregon Police
Academy at OCE on Friday.
Police Department, will present
The 40 students graduating the graduation address for the
from the seven-week course will ceremonies which start at 1 p.m.
be joining the other 2167 officers
Other officials on the program
who have successfully completed will be James M. Brown, Board
the academy in previous classes. on
Police
Standards
and
Thirty-one different law en Training, who will act as Master
forcement
agencies
are of Ceremonies; Dr. Jack D.
represented by the graduates of Morton, OCE Dean of Students,
this class.
Leo App, Special Agent, Federal
Robert W. Hartley, Salem Bureau of Investigation; Paul
Police Department, was elected Bettiol, Executive Director, and
president by members of the Karel Hyer, Chief, Academy and
class and Martha E. Westbrook, Special Programs of the Board on
Port of Portland Police Depart Police Standards and Training.

Bahai Club has series
"Teachers of the Heart: An
Introduction
to
Progressive
Revelation" will be the subject of
the first in the weekly series of
spring
terms
presentations
sponsored by the Bahai'i Club.
Teachers of the Heart is an
Experimental College class at
Oregon State University. Steven
Scholl, who started the class, will
speak in the Willamette room at 8
p.m. Monday, April 12.
The concept of progressive
revelation implies that there is a
progressive unfoldment of both
social teachings and spiritual
awareness to humanity through

manifestations of God. According
to the Bahai'i faith, holy beings
give to mankind a message that
is applicable to the capacities and
requirements of the age in which
they appear. Moses, Zarathustra,
Buddha,
Christ,
Krishna,
Mohammad, and Baha'u'llah
have all been "teachers of the
hearts of humanity," according
to Bahai'i.
Future discussion topics will
range from unity in the sphere of
world relationships, equality of
the sexes, and the individual's
relationship to the creative
force.

*33,500,000

Unelaimed
Scholarships
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
• I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Name.
Address.
City_

.State.

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)
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for the past 15 years, Livingston
feels that OCE has had an "awful
lot of success with the athletes we
have." He said it would be an
insult for an athlete not to be able
to play his or her best unless
being paid. This ways, he said, it
is a voluntary thing, with no
obligation and no inducement to
make someone play. It is all team
spirit that keeps the game
rolling.
OCE does have the broadest
sports program of all the colleges
in the state, and Livingston said
he cannot think of an instance
where more sports are conducted
on the income and budget the PE
department has. Each depart
ment's income depends on the
total college enrollment, so when
the number of students drops, the
budgets also drop.
Livingston feels that OCE's
women's sports program may be
one of the best in the nation. The
main
commitment
of
the
department is to have as an
expanded a program as possible,
including women's sports.
Right now the entire faculty of
the Physical Education depart
ment is involved in a search for
recently
resigned
Greg
McMackin's
replacement.
Faculty members will help
decide whether the replacement
will be someone similar to
McMackin, or if the teaching and
coaching spots will be shuffled
around.
On
a
faculty
senate
questionnaire a few years ago,
Livingston reported, "Over 80
per cent of the faculty were
highly in favor of the athletic
program." With that much going
for it, it's good to know that,
speaking for the rest of the
department, Livingston feels the
same thing for the rest of the
college.

U.S.intervention in
Micronesia discussed
by DENA MINATO
Assistant editor
Two hundred years ago the
thirteen colonies fought to gain
independence from England.
Today Micronesia is speaking out
against total domination by the
United States.
A panel of three Micronesian
students from OCE discussed
American intervention in their
country last Friday as part of the
college's
Bicentennial
celebration. The students were
Escolastica
Taitano,
Ligoy
Dabchuren, and Mariano Dohwel.
The United States has ad
ministered Micronesia for 30
years and the panel brought the
negative feelings throughout the
islands
towards
this
ad
ministration.
Taitano
compared
the
relationship of Micronesia and
the United States to that of a
mother and child. She expressed
the belief that it is now time for
her country to be cut lose from its
apron strings and stand on its
own two feet.
The panel members felt the
anti-American voices in Mi
cronesia are voices of change
in the government which the
people want. They emphasized
the selfish role of the U.S. in
regards to their country and
claimed that Americans have no
regard for the needs of their
people.
Micronesians have always
valued their land and the
Americans
seem
to
be
eliminating this important value.
The land is being destroyed and
the general feeling of pride about
land are changing for the worse.
The panel stated the people of
Micronesia are pleading for a
preservation
of
the
land's
resources. They spoke against
the American ideal of progress
which
extinguishes
valuable
land.

Two groups of Micronesians
make up the native population,
the youngers and the leaders,
explained Taitano. The elders are
not active and she attributed
their apathy to a lack of
education.
The youngers, she claimed, are
responsive at
times. Their
educational opportunities enable
them to have a clearer per
spective and be critical of the
occurences within their country.
Members of the panel felt that
the U.S. has affected the social,
economical,
political
and
educational lives of their people.
On the social level, Micronesians
are observing the Western modes
of living to the extent that un
fortunately meaningful cultural
heritages are being forgotten.

Interview
seminar set
"Communicating Successfully
in the Employment Interview"
will be the topic of a week-long
seminar to be held at OCE April
26-30.
The workshop will be con
ducted by assistant professors of
humanities Dr. Robert Martin
and Dr. David Bernstein, and is
designed to assist students in
preparing for a job interview.
The seminar will cover topics in
resume writing, interview skills
and interview process.
The workshop will be held
nightly during the week from 7
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. The cost will be
$15 for OCE students and $25 /or
all others. Enrollment will be
limited to 40 students.
Interested persons may preregister by contacting the OCE
Humanities Department at 8381220, Ext. 408.

Travel costs can be cut
by LEEKELLEY
Lamron staff
Although prices have increased
on overseas travel, there are
many ways you, especially as a
student, can see Europe and still
save a good deal of money.
The best way to start out is to
buy an International Student ID
Card. This allows you to get
reduced fares on train and plane
tickets, bills at hotels and
restaurants and museum and
theatre admissions. To apply for
your card, which costs $2.50,
write to the Council on Inter
national Education Exchange
(CIEE), Student Travel Services,
777 United Nations Plaza, New
York, New York, 10017 and ask
for their free booklet, The 1976
Student Travel Catalog.
Eurail passes, giving two
months of unlimited travel on
trains in Western Europe, are
available to persons under 25
with their International Student
ID for $180.
For those under 21 Rail-Europe
Junior passes are available
which give 25 per cent discounts
on international train trips in
Western Europe. It is only $1, and
may be purchased from travel
agencies overseas.
Actual student trains may also
be used, which, although running
at unusual times, do offer verv
reduced rates and also have no
age restriction as long as you are
a student. Student train fares and
schedules are obtainable from
the National Union of Student

Accomodations may be ob
tained for reduced rates by using
Youth Hostels. To make use of
the hostels you need a special
youth hostel card, costing $11,
and a sleeping bag. Average
prices per night are between 50
cents and $1.50. Information is
available from American Youth
Hostels, Delaplane
Virginia
22025.
Hostels often have pretty strict
rules, like 11 p.m. curfew and no
coed sleeping. For less restric
tions, students may look for in
dependently run youth hotels or
pensions (guest houses) which
are often just as cheap.
Common rules for inexpensive
travel include getting rooms
without private bath facilities, as
these add up to one-third of the
total room costs. It also helps to
shop around for the best rates
once in town, if you don't mind
not making reservations.

You can also camp along your
(rip. Camp sites run from 25
cents to $15.50. Fifty per cent
reductions are sometimes given
with student ID.
Interrail, a service offering
unlimited train travel for one
month in Western Europe,
Morocco, Finland and much of
Eastern Europe is not as much a
bargain as it used to be, since its
price recently doubled to $140
A club that could prove wor
thwhile in
joining is
Globetrotters, which, for a year s
membership of $5, will send you a
bi-monthly news letter full oj
travel tips, along with a list ot
their members across the world
Although not all are so obliging'
many members will put you up
for the night. For membership
write to GT, BCM Roving.
London WCIV 6XX, England.

New sports ethic explored
Educators, humanists, athletes
and healers plan to come
together for a conference called
The Bio-Psyche ExperienceBody, Mind, Soul, and Sweat" as
an extention of the Oregon State
Experimental College.
This conference is designed to
bring teachers and athletes
together to explore, both through
talking and experiencing, the
possibility of creating a new ethic
ot American sports, games and
recreation.
This new idea and ways to
develop it will be presented and

explored in a conference fron
April 23 to 25.
VVCCA.CI1U will
Will ICdlui
The weekend
featurev. suet
keynote speakers as Dr. Georg
Leonard,
editor
of
LOtm
Magazine for 17 years, lin
Gallwey, a yoga tennis instruct
in
California,
and
Ba
Meggyessy, a former pro footb
player of seven years.
hic
More information about
"
bio-psyche experience can
obtained
by
writing
\
Experimental College, Studen
Activity Center, Memorial Unio1 <
OSU, Corvallis 97331.
Lamron

From the Stands
Tired legs, sore feel
,.

. .... ,

by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor

Je feet faster th^nany other sport'0"

'egs

and

,a.am

'<*
J,e answer is soccer. At least 0^5 ^ ded,ded
ur feet
(especially our right foot - our kirkinJ? *\ !?
helped
uS make up our mind on the matte?
This afternoon we will join about a Hn,on
very unexperienced soccer players to the nrc ° °,her
field and pretend we can compete agIU5 oSl^s ^
htjngerVelief

morning and will compete
tomorrow
v""9 'eam
and S^turd"*S,h lett ,or Kansas
Mo., this
Lanes before returning Saturday nioht
tournamentFrom
at the
MI
King Louie
Tom Dahl,Randy Burke, KenTamuflDouonttl
bowlers are Stan Roth, Tom Gardner,
oatwright and Coach Wilma Hein. Gardner Dahf'e °Z
LeCiair,
Kronser, Jack
Frank> LeCiair and Kronser will be in Kansas City
along with Hein during the three days.
'

9ama

rV-"C^w-honethod, t^LstX^enc^

s?CleHP ^e:'0rt"e.^0d ?aJteam simply because
played soccer a couple of times duNngVTTn hiah
school. Our experience did very little good however
While playing offense, we ran around, to coin a oh™'
HKe a chicken with its head cut off. While on defend we
were told by Soccer Club Coach Abraham Demessie^o
get right on the offender, such as Woody Admassu!„h
guard him by staying right on him. *imSle So
sooner did we run up to Woody than did he give a shake
oftheh.ps and dribble the ball around us likl lightening
When we were able to flag down a loose ball and give it
a good boot, it usually went twenty-five yards and in a
compietely different direction than we'd intended it to
go. We d then rub our right foot again (it hurt), point
straight ahead and yell, "You were supposed to go that
way, you dumb ball!" Luckily, we weren't alone in our
awfulness. Wjth the exception of a couple of guys
virtually everyone on the Food Day team was as con
fused as we were while playing against Admassu,
Solomon Tekle, Shemilus Gessesse, Yohannes Tadesse
and the other lightening-quick, fleet-footed, un
believably good players that make up the 1976 Oregon
Intercollegiate Soccer Association championship team.
For those planning to come out and catch a glimpse of
the game, don't look for an even score. Our right foot
tells us that the Food Day team needs a little more
practice before it can begin winning games like today's.
Of course, it'll be a lot of fun just to play in the game,
and now all we have to do is convince our right foot of
that and maybe it'll stop hurting by game time.
H—I—b
We apologize for being delinquent in printing the
results of OCE Wrestler Roger Rolen's trip east to the
national tournament in Edinboro, Penn., a few weeks
ago. Rolen won three matches and lost two, with one of
the losses being to the eventual national 134 pound
champion. Rich Rolen and Warren Hughes were also
scheduled for the national meet but missed it because of
injuries the week before the national tournament.
H—I—h
The major league baseball season gets underway
today with one game on tap for both leagues. Cincinnati,
the first major league team formed in 1868, will host
Houston for the opener in the National League, which is
celebrating its centennial year this summer, and the
New York Yankees will be in Milwaukee for the
American League opener.
After following major league baseball for a total of
eight years now, we consider ourself a real expert on the
subject and will offer the following predictions: Cin
cinnati and New York will win this afternoon;
Baltimore, Kansas City, Philadelphia and Cincinnati
will win the championships in their respective divisions;
Baltimore and Cincinnati will meet in the World Series;
and Baltimore will take over from the Reds as world
champs. Even though the Yankees are our team, we
J^ust try to be unbiased and predict the strong teams to
be the big winners.
We also predict Boston's Fred Lynn to sink at least a
'ittle lower than Superman status by the end of this
season by being a little more overconfident than he
should; we predict Oakland Athletic fans to be hiding
their faces by mid-July; and we predict the San Fran
cisco Giants to be the most surprising team in the
Majors. Our final prediction is this: fan interest in the
game will increase by at least 1,000 per cent since NBC
rePlaced Curt "Gabby" Gowdy with Joe Gariagiola.
We're glad Gowdy's gone. We were getting tired of
bearing about how great the '38 Dodgers were and how
^uch handsomer Joe DiMaggio is now that his hair is
silver-gray, and how a team can be 50 runs behind in
Fenway Park and still come back to win.

Men's track team
heading for SOC
by JOAN McCLARY
Lamron staff

The OCE men's track season
will officially be underway when
the full team travels to Ashland
this Saturday to face Southern
Oregon State College.
Coach Don Spinas will be
traveling with a young team this
season, in which 21 freshmen and
ten sophomores make up the
majority of competitors. Ten
more returning juniors and
seniors complete the team.
The field events will be strong
again this year but in the running
•

N

Lamron
Sports
events team balance leans
heavily towards the sprints.
Coach Spinas welcomes a host of
new sprinters to the team who
will have to make up for the lack
of participants in the distance
races.
Over the past month certain
members of the team have been
participating
in
non-scoring
invitational and relay meets in
preparation for a tough com
petitive season. Members of the
team traveled to Willamette
University March 13 for the
annual Oregon Relays and March
20 to the Oregon Invitational
Relays at Eugene.
In the most recent meet at
Linfield College in McMinville,
seven personal records were
established by OCE spikers Greg
Proctor, Rob Souter, Rob Allen,
Ken Nelson, Carl Koenig, Pat
Healy and Greg Conk.
Sprinters Procttfr and Souter
turned in 220 times of 22.5 and 22.6
respectively. Team captain Rob
Allen tossed the javelin 214 feet,
while teammate Nelson raised
his personal record in the event to
'a distance of 203'10". Greg Cone
also upped his best with a throw
of 178'.
Koenig leaped a distance of
22'V2" for a personal record in the
long jump and Pat Healy threw
the hammer 163' 10" to claim the
best distance thus far in the
district for the hammer. Fresh
man Greg Shewbert also holds a
district best at this point with a
distance of 45'10" in the triple
jump.

DARYL'S
SHOE SERVICE
Knapp Shoe CounselorShoe Repair Gives Extra Wear

148 C Street
Independence, Ore. 97351

In the decathlon, OCE boasts a
fine group of competitors this
year. Two weeks ago, six athletes
competed in an invitational
decathlon meet at Linfield,
placing four of the six in the top
ten finishers. Leading OCE and
placing fourth overall in the meet
was senior Rob Allen, fifth place
finisher in the nation last year for
the decathlon. Allen scored 6,730
points in this meet, followed by
Greg Shewbert in 7th place with
6,361 points; Rick Hedges 8th
place with 6,182 points: and John
Hensley in 10th place with 5,097
points. Randy Kruse and Doug
Ousterhout also competed for
OCE.
The full team will be ready on
Saturday, anticipating its first
official team scoring effort to
open the season when it faces
SOSC at Ashland.

For sale: Zenith B&W TV, $50. JapanesePachino Machine, $50. Complete
downhill ski outfit, boots size nine.
$75. Viuitar 90-210 Tele-Zoom lens
with complete set of close-up
lenses, $125. Panasonic casette
recorder, $40. Other items also. Call
838-4613 or leave a note in SPO 806
Wanted: Lesney "Matchbox" miniature
cars. Will buy or trade for. SPO 455
or call 623-5252, Dallas.
Help wanted: House parents, adolescent
residential treatment center. Married
couple interested in working with
boys 13-17. Salaried. Send resume to
Mid Valley Adolescent Center, 1610
Court Street, Salem, Ore. 97301.
Personal: Arnold Ziffel, you're out of
luck! K & R.
Personal: Paul Newman and Robert Redford: We haven't forgotten you. We
wanted to let you know we aren't
easy. By the way, where do we pick
up our scripts?
Personal: T - Now will you believe it
when I insist I love you? - P.
Must sell: Orlando 12-string guitar, ex
cellent condition, $110 or best offer.
Call 838-2936 and ask for Dave.
Personal: Gentle Hall, room 111 - Next
time you want to play your stereo at
7 a.m., sit on it and rotate!! -- POed.
Personal: Thank you for making sure I
got my letter and check back. I
appreciate it.
Personal: GLC-SN - Nothing can mean
more or express my feelings for you
1
more than the words "I love you" and I do! I am looking forward to
August. VAF.
For sale: 1963 Scout 4x4 4 cyl. 1,000
miles
on
rebuilt
engine,
transmission, transfer case, front
and rear end. New paint job. Twin
gas tanks. Good tires. $1300 or best
offer. Greg Proctor, 838-9995.

Bowlers
go east
Five members of OCE's
mens bowling team left for
Kansas City, Mo., this
morning to take part in this
weekend's
National
Association
of
Inter
collegiate
Athletics
national
bowling
tour
nament at the King Louie
Lanes.
Three
of
the
men
travelled east last spring,
Tom
Gardner,
Roger
LeCiair and Tom Dahl. and
will be joined this year by
Dwaine Kronser and Don
Frank. Last spring OCE
took second in the nation,
losing out to Harding Col
lege of Arkansas 16,604 pins
to 16,549. •
Stan Roth travelled to
Oklahoma City, Okla., to
take place in the ACU-I
tournament. Roth didn't do
especially well as a single,
but took second place as a
double.

For sale: My older brother Tony Call
Frank 585-8656. Easy down-payment
and low monthly payments. Promise
not to repossess!
For sale: Tape recorder. Sonv 252-D
$130. Guitar amplifier, Gibson G-20,
$130, (used only ten times). Weight
set. 100 Lb. set.. $18. See Marie
Lang, Rm. 220. Barnum Hall. Offers
and prices negotiable.
Lost: A dental retainer somewhere
downtown Monmouth. It's very
important. Reward offered. If found,
call 838-3765.
Personal: How was the Blazers-Lakers
game? Don't feel guilty about it, I
went to the Phoenix game last
Saturday anyhow.
Personal: Shelly -- Hi, how are you?
Happy birthday, from your roomies.
P S. - We hope you get a cake this
year.
Personal: The OCE women's JV basket
ball team would like to give a belated
thank you to the "rally" for its
support during the PSU game, which
we won 56-34. Thanks.
For sale: 1962 Ford Falcon Station Wag
on. Excellent condition - very
dependable! Automatic, radio,
heater, fully carpeted, pin stripe,
good mpg (6 cylinder). $350 cash or
best offer. Call 838-4360 or see to
appreciate at 160 N. Whitman #A
For sale: 1963 Chevy II Nova Supersport
1970 250 CID 6 cyl. Many new parts
Factory floor shift AT. $500 364
0488.

Personal: To my Barnum buddies, C W.
K.W., R.F., B.R., D.Z., K.P., Thank you
for being there. Love, D.
For sale: Seiko 33 jewel man s watch, day
&
date. $15. Deluxe stereo
headphones, $15. Sewing table. $5
Triumph sports car repair manual, $5
Record albums and 8 track tapes
cheap. Sports car luggage rack.
$7.50. 838-4462.

To rent: If anybody has a small twobedroom house they will be moving
out of this summer and would like
some responsible renters contact Ed
Barnes, P.O. Box 32, Monmouth, or
call collect 325-9955, ask for Betty.

For sale: Child's six year crib, frame only.
$5. SPO 321 or brown house behind
Polk Vet Clinic, old Salem Hwy

Burlap "Tote-a-bag": rough and ready,
plastic lined, 13" by 17" deep. $5
ppd. Jay-M Designs, Box 237,
Monmouth, 97361.

For rent: 1 bedroom house in Dallas
$125.00 a month. Right in the middle
of a cherry orchard Available now
Phone 623-8318
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Freshman debuts successful

Women's track team opens with big win
by STEVE GEIGER
Sports editor
They're off and running again.
OCE's women's track team
began its quest for a third con
secutive undefeated season on
the OCE track last Thursday by
scoring 122 points to a total of 103
for five other schools.
The Wolves took 11 first places
and 11 seconds out of 16 events as
they outscored second place Mt.
Hood 122-40. Willamette finished
the meet with 27 points, George
Fox had 21, Portland State scored
15 and Pacific University didn't
score.
Hillsboro freshmen
Kathy
Shattuck and Tracie Ranf had the
most productive days for OCE.
The pair accounted for eight
places, with each placing in four
different events. Shattuck won
the long jump with a H'lVleap,
had a hand in two first place
relay teams, the 440 and 880
medley relay teams, and took
fifth in the 100 yard dash. Ranf
helped Shattuck, Sandy Herbert

and Norma Pyle take the 440
relay with a 53.8 time and had a
hand in the second place 880
medley relay finish, was third in
the long jump and was fourth in
the 100 meter hurdles.
Veterans Charlene Schwanz
and Pyle and freshman Cindy
Rogers also picked up two firsts
for OCE.
Rogers won the 880 yard run
and the mile with times of 2:27.6
and 5:19.6. The freshman from
Newberg, who took the state AAA
title in the mile a year ago, owns
a 5:05 best in the mile.
Pyle helped Ranf, Shattuck and
Sandy Herbert take first in the
440 relay and placed first in the
100 meter hurdles with a 14.9
BETTER HURRY - Norma Py,e (far
and Tracie Ranf (second from right)
left)
time. She also took second in the
last on
Saturda
mZ, £Zl"9 "aCw
°CE traCk
teams
the y
Pyle Won the
long jump behind Shattuck with
a 17' »2" jump. Pyle is the school
record holder in the long jump,
which she set last year with a
17'3" leap.
time. Freshman Dawn Lacey taken by Renne Lambrecht,
Tomorrow
afternoon
the
Debbie Brundige took first made a strong kick at the end of
another freshman, in the javelin women will take their act to
place in the two-mile by finishing the race to finish second.
with a 145'5" toss, Evelyn Okeke Gresham to take part in the Mt.
the eight-lap race with an 11:37.4
Other first places for OCE were in the discus (lSS'l1/^") and shot Hood Invitational: Competing
put (44'91/4"), and veteran Cheryl will be OCE, Mt. Hood, Lane,
Garrison and freshman Kelly Lewis and Clark, Clackamas,
Jones helping Schwanz and Clark JC, Umpqua, Willamette,
Shuttuck in the 880 medley relay. Eastern Washington and Central
Oregon.
Jones and Cindy Nemchick
The team has one more home
helped the OCE cause along by meet this season, a seven team
taking two second places each. meet on Saturday, April 24.,
Jones was second in the 440 with a
100: Cahill(MH) 12.5.
63.9 time and helped the mile
220: Schwanz (OCE) 27.6.
440: Canda (W) 60.6.
relay team take second with a
880: Rogers (OCE) 2:27.6.,
4:33.0 time*
Nemchick took second's in the
100 yard dash with a 12.5 time and
had a hand in the second place
finish of OCE's No. 2 880 medley
relay along with Linda Clapshaw,
Herbert and Ranf. The time in
the 880 medley relay was 2:04 .7,
less than two seconds behind the
team's No. 1 880 relay team's
2:03.1 time.

Mile: Rogers (OCE) 5:19.6.
Two mile: Brundige (OCE) 11:37.4.
440 Relay: Shattuck, Ranf, Herbert,
Pyle (OCE) 53.8.
880 Medley relay; Schwanz, Shattuck,
Jones, Garrison (OCE) 2:03.1.
Mile relay: Delaney, Cahill, Hansen,
Graber(MH) 4:21.0.
100 Meter hurdles: Pyle (OCE) 15.9.
400 Meter hurdles: Perisho (GF) 1:17.8.
High jump: Cassel (MH) 5*0".
Long jump: Shattuck (OCE) 17'1V2".
»
Javelin: Lambrecht (OCE) 145'5".
Discus: Okeke (OCE) 133'1 V4".
Shot put; Okeke (OCE) 44'91/»"

This week in sports
Thursday, April 8-Men's tennis vs. Willamette, here at 2 30
p.m.
Eugene al^ilto8 p^"16" S te"niS ^ U"iverSity of 0regon'in
Thursday, April 8-Golf in fourth round of Northwest College
Classic, at Forest Hills Country Club.
9 if/' Apn' 9""Men's tennis vs- University of Idaho, here at
^.uu p.m.

Men's tennis record 2-2
With the coming of the sun,
OCE's men's tennis team played
four dual matches last week,
winning two and losing two, to
open its 1976 season.
Last spring, OCE took second
place in the Evergreen Con
ference and was district champs
and the top four men, Mark
Trolan. Ed Goin, Steve Hill and
John Chisholm, are returning
from that team.
The team won its first match of
the season over Portland State 6-3
last Thursday on the home
courts.
Chisholm, Hill, Goin and Dirk
Stovall won their singles matches
and the doubles teams of
Chisholm-Stovall
and
GoinCharlie Dolezal won. Trolan and
Dolezal lost in singles com
petition as did the doubles combo
of Trolan and Hill.
The men were in Ashland last
weekend and played Sonoma,
Southern Oregon College and
Whitman.
The Friday match against
Whitman didn't go as well as the
Portland State match, as the
Wolves lost 3-6. Chisholm won 6-1,
6-4 at second doubles and Stovali
took an easy 6-1, 6-1 win at fifth
doubles. Trolan and Chisholm
teamed up to win first doubles 61, 7-6.
Against Sonoma Saturday
OCE lost 6-2, with Trolan winning
6-3, 6-3 at third doubles and
Stovall winning 6-4, 5-7, 6-4 at
fourth doubles.
The Wolves evened their record
at 2-2 with a 6-3 win over SOC
Saturday. Hill won at first singles
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2-6,6-3,6-1, Chisholm won at thjrd
singles 1-6, 6-2, 6-3, Stovall took
fourth singles 6-4, 6-2, and Dolezal
won sixth singles 7-6, 5-7, 6-1.
Chisholm and Stovall won
second doubles by 6-3, 6-1 and Hill
and Dolezal won third doubles bv
6-1, 6-4.
According to Head Coach Bob
McCullough, the different singles
players have been jumping
around in positions to see who
should
be
playing
where.

McCullough says that when the
tougher matches come around
he'll have his singles order set for
good.
The team will be at home for its
next four matches. This af
ternoon it will face Willamette,
tomorrow the University of
Idaho, and next Monday and
Tuesday, Northwest Nazarene
and Linfield. The Willamette
match begins at 2:30 p.m. and the
other
—"w three
uucc will
wm begin
uegin at 2 p.m.
p.rr

Women stort it right
Thp
•
i _
The immon'o
women's *•tennis
team
opened its busy season last week
facing ^ Willamette University
twice in three days. The OCE
team was downed 6-3 on its own
home court Tuesday, then after
ironing out the kinks retaliated on
Thursday to down the Wolverines
6-4.
OCE's lone victories on
Tuesday came from seniors Vicki
Kilgore, Heidi Hartzell and junior
Leslie Sammis. Kilgore easily
downed her opponent 6-2, 6-3. On
another singles court Hartzell
defeated her contender in three
sets 6-3, 4-6, 6-3, while Sammis
had a closer match with scores of
6-4, 4-6, 7-5. The final team score
!i°rii S first match was 6-3, with
Willamette claiming the victory
Aid from winning efforts on the
doubles court made team victory
a little easier for the Wolves on
Thursday as they turned on
Willamette for a 6-4 victory.
Again Yamaki, Kilgore and
Sammis maintained domination

on the singles court. Yamaki won
8-6; Kilgore 8-0; and Sammis 8-5.
Pro set scoring was used for this
match, where the first player to
win eight games is declared
winner.
OCE dominated the doubles
competition,
winning
three
matches out of four. Freshman
Martha Sivetz teamed with
ammis to down their oppenents
8-5. Seniors Sandy Stoener and
Vicki Kilgore joined forces for an
8-6 win while Chris Adams and
w

Vlclory

re gavc
OCES :sr ""
This week the team faces a
tough schedule. OCE hosted PSU
on Tuesday and travels to the
University of Oregon at Eugene
Clark C ir°rr°W they wiI1 face
2r „Cm0 lf at Vancouver and
will come home to Monmouth on
Saturday facing the University of
Montana at 3.-30 p.m.

FaSci^Pkr

rf"T0men'^rack VS' Mt' Hood- Lane cc' Lewis
JC' UmPq"3 CC, Willamette,
FastPrn Wo fC .maS J
3"
tral 0regon CC' in Gresham.
Frfdai AnHl q'w
VacouvVwlh «TTopmnn'S " Cl"rk C°"eBe'
,s-Easlern°"^™
Saturday, Apri110--Men's track vs. Southern Oregon, in Ashland
^"(kfp'm^''12 ^en s 'enn's vs- Northwest Nazarene, here at
Tuesday, April 13-Softball vs. University of Oregon, here at 4:00
TuSav'AnriM^'w e" S ,te"niS VS' Linf'eld here at 2:00 p.m.
at 3 30 p m 3""Women s tennis vs- 0regon State, in Corvallis
^Goltcinft1^" ln

Willamette

Invitational, at McNary

SPORTS
FA NS:
Put your talents to good use as
Lamron Sports Editor. Some layout
or writing experience helpful but
o necessary. Applications now
rt'n 9Qoo f!lfor next year's Position.
Call 838-117-1 or stop by the office
£ the basement of the College

Lamro"

